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From the Editor 

“The world as we have created it is a process of our 

thinking. It cannot be changes without changing our 

thinking.” – Albert Einstein 

I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in 

present times when the education system is going 

through a roller coaster. 

Education is the major deciding factor of country’s 

growth therefore; it is the duty of every citizen to 

build a strong base in education. Over the past few 

years, country has seen tremendous change in the 

adaption of technology, which is a great sign of 

country’s development in education sector. 

Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to 

the reforms in education. The booming demand of AI 

and rise of digitalization in education has seen tremendous improvement in adoption and 

acceptance by institutions. While the digitalization is at the verge of stabilization in most of 

the institutions, AI is still emerging. Digitalization has become necessity, but AI is still an 

option with increased focus on life skills and employability, institutions have seen and surge 

in enrolment of new subjects like robotics and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change 

in thinking”!!! 

In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is one of the interactive segment 

of the education sector i.e. How has Technology Changes Education? The special coverage 

is: Automating the Admissions Process 

This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great 

expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried implementing 

their ideas to transform the way of learning. 

Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological developments 

from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key 

developments in India and globally. 

I wish you a happy and interesting reading!! 

Follow us on:  

Visit us at: www.eldrok.com 
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Education Briefs – National 
Bengaluru-based edtech platform Mycaptain bags $3 Mn in a Pre Series-A funding round: 
Through over 30+ Basic to Advanced Live 

Cohort-based courses, MyCaptain, an ed-tech 

firm, has established a platform where 

students can learn directly from young 

professionals, find new job alternatives, and 

gain practical skills. Content writing, social 

media management, fashion design, 

entrepreneurship, and even advertising are 

among the courses available. MyCaptain, a 

company dedicated to reinventing the future 

of work, has raised $3 million in pre-seed 

funding round. The latest funding round was 

led by Ankur Capital. "It's a thrilling moment 

for edtech in India, as different new types 

have appeared, and MyCaptain has been a 

category creator and leader in our segment, 

which is particularly focused on New Age 

Careers. According to a McKinsey research, 

more than 65 million employments would be 

created on the internet by 2025, yet there is 

now no hand-holding or direction for these 

employment," said Mohammad Zeeshan, the 

CEO and Co-Founder, MyCaptain. This funding 

will be used to expand course offerings, 

attract more customers, quadruple revenue, 

and expand the workforce to help the 

company achieve its growth goals. 

The CBSE has announced a science challenge for students in grades 8-10:  
The Central Board of Secondary Education or 

CBSE announced on Monday that the 'CBSE 

Science Challenge' will be launched for 

students in Classes 8 to 10. This is an initiative 

to encourage learners' curiosity, inquiry, and 

higher-order thinking. This challenge will run 

from January 17 to February 28, 2022, on the 

DIKSHA platform, and learners from all boards 

are welcome to participate. "To participate in 

the challenge, CBSE affiliated schools must 

enlist their learners and offer CBSE 

registration IDs to learners, who can then 

register in the DIKSHA platform's 'CBSE 

Science Challenge' course. Students from 

schools that are not associated with the CBSE 

can access the course directly through the 

DIKSHA portal," said CBSE. Schools can 

nominate five students from each class who 

received a participation certificate and 

qualified for the second stage of the science 

challenge.

What technology schools should choose in 2022 to monitor students' effectiveness?   
Technology has played and continues to play 

an essential role in delivering education to 

children outside of the classroom. According 

to Mr. Kanhaiya Kumar, Founder, 

SchoolCanvas, some future educational 

technology trends should be used in schools: 

The COVID-19 epidemic led schools and 

institutions around the world to shut. Over 1.5 

billion pupils were absent from schools and 

institutions around the world, according to 

UNESCO figures. As a result, with the advent 

of e-learning, which entails teaching remotely 

and through digital platforms, education has 

undergone significant changes. The usage of 

various student/school management systems 

and ERP software solutions by educational 

and academic institutions has increased as 

technology has made its way into the 

educational system. To move all of their 

operations online, schools are increasingly 

turning to cloud-based service platforms. We 

exist in a world where technology is 

intertwined with everything else. In our 

search for knowledge, sharing our lives, and 

interacting with others, we are becoming 

increasingly digital. In the same way, more 

classrooms are using technology to deliver 

tailored experiences that interest kids and 

help them learn better.   

 

Bengaluru-based edtech startup Early Steps Academy secured $1.2 million in a Seed capital round: 

Founded in 2021, For kids aged eight to 

eighteen, the startup concentrates on a 

particular instance live learning environment. 

This is done in order to expand their 

knowledge and understanding in over 1,000 

areas, including business, space, weather, 

and blockchain. Edtech startup recently 

announced that it has secured $1.2 million in 

a seed capital round. The latest funding round 

was led by Whiteboard Capital, Taurus 

Ventures, and BEENEXT among other 

backers. "The world of the twenty-first 

century is changing faster than ever before, 

yet children all over the world are taught the 

same topics (mathematics, physics, 

chemistry, and so on) with little to no change 

in syllabus or methodology. Early Steps 

believes that children who are exposed to 

genuine information and abilities at an early 

age do considerably greater things than those 

who are not," Sneha Biswas, Founder and 

CEO of Early Steps. The latest fundraised 

amount will go toward creative research and 

development, technical progress, and team 

development. 
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Education Briefs - National 
With $100 Million in investment, Mumbai-based LEAD becomes the first edtech unicorn in 2022:
Founded in 2012, LEAD is an educational 

technology company that helps schools 

integrate technology, curriculum, and 

pedagogy into a single pedagogy and 

education strategy. It claims to have over 

5000 schools on board, servicing over 2 

million learners in 500 Cities in India. LEAD, an 

edtech business, has raised $100 million to 

become a unicorn with a $1.1 billion 

valuation. LEAD has become the first Indian 

edtech unicorn this year, according to a Series 

E fundraising round headed by WestBridge 

Capital and GSV Ventures. As per the 

company, it would start the 2022-23 

academic year with over 5000 schools from 

500 Indian cities on board, servicing over 2 

million students. The startup will put the 

newly injected funds mostly on product and 

curriculum development. To continue in this 

vein, LEAD will continue to hire excellent 

personnel across the country while also 

expanding its footprint. It also has long-term 

intentions to help poor kids from various 

parts of the nation.  

Indian edtech startup Freadom bags $2.5 Million in a fresh funding round:
Freadom, which was launched in 2016, assists 

youngsters in learning to read in English in any 

country where it is a desired second language. 

According to the team, they are on target to 

surpass 10 million readers. In addition, by 

2023, the company hopes to have 50 million 

members worldwide. The English edtech 

startup recently announced that it has raised 

$2.5 million in a fresh funding round. "At 

Freadom, we acknowledge that 

understanding a language like English should 

be delightful and interesting. Freadom's 

accomplishment is due to the mixture of our 

original pedagogical approach and superior AI 

technology, which makes language learning 

accessible to all children aged three to twelve. 

The goal is to have a large-scale influence and 

to put huge learning benefits ahead of short-

term advantages," said Nikhil Saraf, Founder 

of Freadom. The fresh fundraised amount will 

be used to expand Freadom's vertical 

footprint among stakeholders for English as a 

second language, including product creation 

and deployment. 

Bengaluru-based edtech platform Campus 365 raises INR 2.15 crore from angel investors:  
Campus 365 Edunet Pvt Ltd, a Bengaluru-

based edtech platform that provides cloud-

based choices for universities and institutions 

to manage their day-to-day operations, has 

secured INR 2.15 crore in a seed fundraising 

round headed by Bengaluru-based angel 

traders. Campus 365 provides a web-based 

and hybrid (physical and digital) model in 

lecture rooms for students in kindergarten 

through twelfth grade, claiming that average 

percentages of students have increased to 75 

percent from under 50 percent since its 

implementation. “We are eagerly looking 

forward to reaching out to the 1.5 million 

schools and 260 million school-going 

children in India so that we can transform 

the arc of education in this country. Our 

backers are known as a specialized edtech 

fund that backs innovation-oriented 

instruction businesses.” said Co-Founder 

and Chief Executive officer of campus 365, 

Mayank Singh. Campus 365 is on a mission 

to provide universities with tools that help 

students most humanly and practically 

possible. 

Education's future is shaped by technology: 
The Covid-19 epidemic ushered in a slew of 

hitherto unthinkable innovations. One such 

development that was already in the works 

and was thrust to the forefront by the 

pandemic is Students are better able to learn 

and grasp what they are being taught when 

they are instructed via an audio-visual 

medium. Digitalisation and the use of 

technology in education. Technology's 

importance is one component of the 

twentieth century that cannot be overlooked 

in any way, and the same can be said for 

learning. The importance of technology in 

education stems from the fact that nearly all 

employers are now technologically 

dependent in some form. Learning through 

the integration of technology into a school is 

crucial because it teaches students basic 

technological skills and prepares them for 

future career opportunities. Applying 

technology in education can give a variety of 

tools to improve a student's educational 

experience, including the usage of photos, 

videos, and sounds.
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Education Briefs - National 
'Padhe Bharat' is a 100-day reading program initiated by the Union Ministry:  
The release of the 100 Days Reading 

Campaign is in line with the National 

Education Policy (NEP) 2020, which 

emphasises the importance of promoting a 

joyful reading culture for children by ensuring 

the availability of age-appropriate reading 

books for children in their native/mother 

tongue/regional/tribal vocabulary. While 

introducing the campaign, the Minister 

emphasised the necessity of youngsters 

developing their reading skills in order to 

promote continuous and lifelong learning. He 

also emphasised that instilling the habit of 

reading in children at a young age aids in 

brain growth, boosts imagination, and 

creates a positive learning environment. 

Reading, according to Pradhan, is the basis of 

learning since it encourages kids to read 

books freely and fosters creativity, critical 

thinking, the ability to express oneself, and 

vocabulary, verbally and in writing. Pradhan 

revealed the titles of the five novels he 

intends to read first. According to the official 

announcement, he urged everyone to 

develop the habit of reading books and to 

share what they are reading as well as 

suggestions. 

 Role of Blockchain in Schools, Colleges:

The Prime Minister recently presented the 

graduating IITians with their degrees in a 

blockchain-based, digital form, which was a 

first. We've only heard about blockchain 

technology concerning cryptocurrency up 

until now. A technology that enables the 

world's Bitcoins and Ethereums. However, 

the possibility for blockchain technology to 

alter other major areas may be a greater 

storey. Education is one area where new 

technology has the potential to truly 

transform things. The epidemic had an 

impact on educational institutions all across 

the world. While we hope that physical 

presence of students and teachers will return 

to campuses, the pervasive use of digital 

technology in education is here to stay. 

Students are no longer limited by the 

instructional resources and learning 

opportunities accessible within the 

institutions' physical limits thanks to blended 

learning and flipped classrooms. The new 

universe is yours to take, where you can 

access knowledge from all around the nation, 

and even the planet. 

CBSE will introduce AR and VR as emerging knowledge domains:   
In the next three years, the Central Board of 

Secondary Education (CBSE) hopes to train 10 

lakh teachers and more than 1 crore students 

in Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality 

(AR) in collaboration with the tech giant 

Meta. Meta has already provided a 

curriculum on digital safety, online well-

being, VR and AR as part of this collaboration. 

"AR and VR will be introduced as a skill 

subject for classes VI to VIII, and it will be 

integrated into STEM education until class 

XII," says CBSE director Biswajit Saha. 

According to the vision, STEM education will 

be democratized and universalized. Students 

will learn theory as well as participate in 

projects and internships. We also intend to 

conduct lab experiments in order to make 

learning more immersive and experiential." 

Manav Subodh, Co-founder of the 1M1B 

Foundation, hopes to increase the technical 

workforce by exposing students to emerging 

technologies. "The most basic way to 

introduce AR is to involve students in learning 

it." 

 

 Bengaluru-based startup PlayAblo raises Rs 5.9 Crore in a pre-Series A funding round: 
The Bengaluru-based startup has also raised 

Rs. 5.9 crore from a group of angel investors 

in the United States and the United Kingdom 

who were able to relate to the problem of 

employee training in the workplace. Saurabh 

Sinha (CEO, EMIDS Technologies), Rajesh 

Ravindranath (SVP, ITC Infotech), Karthik 

Natarajan (Ex-CFO, Vishal Megamart), Arnab 

Chatterjee (CPO, SmartKarrot), Hasanain 

Golam (CISCO Systems), Manindra Jha 

(TESCO), and Shashikiran BG were among 

those who helped raise funds (FortiSIEM). 

PlayAblo is a SaaS solution for SMBs that 

offers a customisable LMS (Learning 

Management System). Ananthakrishanan G 

(IIM Kozhikode), Dheeraj Sharma (NIT Calicut) 

and Suchitra Premkumar formed the 

company (BITS Pilani). ABI Showatech (A 

Brakes India Group Company) and Brand 

Capital are among its current investors (Times 

Group). In the K-12 market, PlayAblo 

continues to work with school chains and 

academic publishers rather than individual 

schools to provide its service. 
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Education Briefs - National 
Bengaluru-based edtech platform Kohbee bags $235K in a Pre-Seed funding round:

Founded in 2021, online instructors may 

administer and build their classrooms with 

the Kohbee online application, which is 

accessible on the Google Play Store. The app 

claims to provide online educators with tools, 

similar to those provided by other edtech 

companies. Edtech platform Kohbee recently 

announced that it has secured $235K in a Pre-

Seed funding round. The latest financing 

round was led by Ah! Ventures, others 

backers. "With this round of funding, Kohbee 

hopes to establish a strong core team and 

tackle the most pressing issues facing 

educators today. All they (Indian educators) 

are missing is technological skills to help them 

expand faster, just like any other edtech 

start-up. We'll construct a service that 

educators and creators will adore in the 

coming months," said Co-Founder Aditya. 

The app features classes in a variety of 

industries, according to the business, and it 

claims to have helped build more than 5,000 

websites. 

Gurugram-based edtech startup Dhurina bags $1.2 Million in its second funding round: 
Founded in 2019, Dhurina is a platform that 

enables learners to receive a high-quality 

education at a lower cost. It is a mobile app 

and an e-learning platform that helps 

learners in preparing for a variety of 

competitive tests. They offer live and 

recorded video programs, as well as mock 

test papers and other materials. Edtech 

startup recently announced that it has $1.2 

million in its second funding round. The latest 

financing round was led by RCVF, 

LetsVenture, other backers. According to the 

company, 2.5 million people have 

downloaded the app. Dhurina aims to 

generate $10 million in revenue and have a 

customer base of over 10 million by 2022-

2023. More than 150 instructors are said to 

work for organisations around the nation. 

According to the officials, the funding will be 

used to develop the company's technologies 

and the product's functioning for learners. 

 

Pune-based English Learning App PingoLearn bags INR 2 Crore in a Pre-Seed Funding Round: 
Founded in 2021, PingoLearn offers language 

learning packages that include small video 

classes that are inspired by real-life 

interactions. The majority of language 

learning methodologies include rote 

memorization of grammar rules and 

vocabulary without much context. Learners 

are never allowed to engage with the target 

language, and as a result, they lose interest. 

PingoLearn recently announced that it has 

raised Rs 2 Crore in a Pre-Seed funding round. 

The latest funding round was led by Titan 

Capital and AngelList’s syndicate. "Active 

language learners make up one in every four 

people on the planet. English is only the 

beginning. Our pedagogy can be translated 

into other languages and territories. We are 

interested in testing the product in markets 

like east Asia, southeast Asia, and Latin 

America apart from India. The fuel for our 

rocket ship will come from this funding 

round," said Shubham Maheshwari, Co-

Founder of PingoLearn. The funds will be 

used to expand the team, set up content 

material equipment, and develop the 

product, according to the startup. 
 

 

Mumbai-based edtech startup Klassroom bags $300K in the Pre-Series A1 round: 
Founded in 2016, Klassroom began with the 

goal of addressing all of the issues that 

parents and students had about quality 

education, interactive educational technique, 

proven track record, complete study 

material, end-to-end assistance, saving travel 

time, repeating lectures for missed courses, 

and more. The Mumbai-based startup 

recently announced that it has raised $300K 

in the Pre-Series A1 round. The latest 

financing round was again headed by ah! 

Ventures along with Hem Angels & other 

backers. Klassroom's monthly earnings have 

expanded 5X since its latest financing round 

of $200,000 in May 2021. With the economy 

recovering, Klassroom was able to 

immediately relaunch 120+ centres 

throughout Mumbai and Delhi in much less 

than sixty days. It offers courses for grades 6 

to 12, IIT-JEE, NEET, CA, CS, and other top 

competitive examinations, with new 

programs being added every month. 

Klassroom's Hybrid business model for the 

Urban Markets gives students flexibility by 

allowing students who are registered for 
physical education to access online/live 

teaching and likewise.
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Education Briefs - National 
Kafqa Academy, an online performing arts platform, has raised $1.3 million in a pre-launch round:  
Kafqa Academy, a Bengaluru-based online 

performing arts academy founded in April 

2021 by Shariq Plasticwala, a former director 

at Amazon India, intends to help artists from 

their initial steps in the performing arts to 

success on the world's biggest stages. Kafqa 

Academy provides accessible and convenient 

learning opportunities. Leading institutional 

investors and tech entrepreneurs have 

contributed $1.3 million to Kafqa Academy's 

pre-launch investment round. Global 

Founders Capital (GFC) led the round, which 

included participation from institutional 

investors such as Enzia Ventures and Better 

Capital. Ashish Hemrajani & Parikshit Dar 

(Founders of BookMyShow), Kunal Shah 

(Founder & CEO of CRED), Ashish Hemrajani & 

Parikshit Dar (Founders of BookMyShow), 

Umang & Virendra Gupta (Founders of Josh 

and Daily Hunt), Vikram Chopra (Founder & 

CEO of Cars24), Kumar Aakash (SVP at 

Hotstar), and Alex Beygelman (SVP at 

Bukukas) were among the angel investors 

who took part in the round.
 

 Gurugram-based EdTech Platform Language Curry Bags $600k in a Seed Round:  
Founded in 2017, It's a one-of-a-kind mobile 

app that bridges linguistic and cultural divides 

to make India more available to the rest of 

the globe. They make studying the Indian 

language efficient by using a culturally 

significant vernacular technique that allows 

students to "talk Indian." The Company 

recently announced that it has raised $600K 

in a seed round of funding. The firm has 

expanded by more than 500 percent in the 

last six months, approaching 8,00,000 

downloads, making it the most popular 

language-learning application, often 

compared to worldwide language learning 

apps. They presently provide Hindi, Punjabi, 

Sanskrit, Kannada, and Gujarati as well as ten 

more Indian languages. The 4.4-star 

application provides a freemium model for 

learning, with live sessions costing money. 

Language Curry also offered an industry-first 

voluntary gurudakshina payment method, 

which has resulted in spontaneous offerings 

of up to $500 from its customers.  

Indian edtech startup BrightChamps raised $63 million in a fresh funding round: 
BrightChamps, an Indian Edtech business 

formed in July 2020, has raised $63 million in 

a fresh funding round, valuing the company 

at $500 million. Since its launch in July of last 

year, it has received a total of $63 million in 

funding. Premji Investment led the fresh 

round, which included edtech focused 

investment firm GSV Capital, Singapore-

based Beenext, and Binny Bansal-backed 021 

Capital. BrightChamps is a K12 education 

startup that offers online courses in 

programming and artificial intelligence, 

among other subjects. It is now active in ten 

overseas locations, including Southeast Asia 

and the Middle East. The company intends to 

use the new funds to expand into other 

markets such as the United States and 

Canada. In India, it has yet to provide paid 

courses. “Every month, over a hundred 

thousand registered students spend over 6 

million minutes of live learning on the 

platform,” says the company. "These 

students are supervised by nearly a thousand 

online instructors from all over the world," 

BrightChamps stated in a press release.

 

CBSE will introduce AR and VR as emerging knowledge domains:

In the next three years, the Central Board of 

Secondary Education (CBSE) hopes to train 10 

lakh teachers and more than 1 crore students 

in Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality 

(AR) in collaboration with the tech giant 

Meta. Meta has already provided a 

curriculum on digital safety, online well-

being, VR and AR as part of this collaboration. 

"AR and VR will be introduced as a skill 

subject for classes VI to VIII, and it will be 

integrated into STEM education until class 

XII," says CBSE Director Biswajit Saha. 

According to the vision, STEM education will 

be democratized and universalized. Students 

will learn theory as well as participate in 

projects and internships. We also intend to 

conduct lab experiments in order to make 

learning more immersive and experiential." 

Manav Subodh, Co-Founder of the 1M1B 

Foundation, hopes to increase the technical 

workforce by exposing students to emerging 

technologies. "The most basic way to 

introduce AR is to involve students in learning 

it." The subjects that must be included in the 

curriculum are augmented reality (AR), 

virtual reality (VR), machine learning (ML) 

and artificial intelligence (AI).
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Education Briefs - National 
Ahmedabad-based education planning company EduFund bags $1M in a seed funding round:  
Founded in 2020, EduFund, the first company 

in India to encompass a child's academic 

journey from savings (in rupees and dollars) to 

immigration, confirmed recently that it has 

raised a $1 million seed round. The money will 

be utilised to augment product offerings and 

grow market presence, led by Anchorage 

Capital Partners, with additional investments 

from View Trade Holding – Corp and other 

angel investors. "While the majority of Indian 

parents save for their children's education, 

the idea of spending and establishing a 

structured fund for their children from an 

early age is still developing. When you 

consider the escalating expense of a four-year 

college education, which has been increasing 

at twice the rate of inflation each year, quality 

education is becoming more expensive. We at 

EduFund feel that strategizing ahead of time 

and making the correct investments outside 

of typical FDs and LICs is critical, especially 

considering the high cost of top universities 

and inflation over time," said Eela Dubey, Co-

Founder of EduFund. The fundraised amount 

will be used to further develop the product 

and increase its market reach. 
 

From January 24, Maharashtra schools will reopen for classes 1 to 12:  

Maharashtra schools, which were shuttered 

earlier this month due to the COVID-19 

outbreak in the state, will reopen on January 

24 for children in grades 1 to 12, according to 

School Education Minister Varsha Gaikwad. 

The decision comes just days after Health 

Minister Rajesh Tope stated that the state 

administration will decide whether or not to 

resume physical education sessions across 

the state within the next 10-15 days. School 

closures had been mandated by the 

authorities until February 15th. On January 

16, Health Minister Rajesh Tope hinted at the 

reopening of educational institutions in 

response to appeals from parents and other 

stakeholders. "Some quarters are calling for 

the reopening of schools, mentioning the loss 

of education for youngsters. Because there is 

a minimal risk of illness among children, we 

will consider it after 10-15 days. In this issue, 

the chief minister will make the last 

judgment," said Mr. Tope. Maharashtra Chief 

Minister Uddhav Thackeray will make the 

final decision.

Hyderabad-based edtech startup Practically bags $5M to expand its operations across India:  
Founded in 2018, Practically caters to 

children in grades six through twelve, with a 

concentration on STEM study, and 

incorporates Augmented Reality (AR), 

simulations, and 3D movies to enhance the 

learning process. Practically recently 

announced that it has raised $5 million. The 

latest funding round was led by Earlsfield 

Capital, NB Ventures, others backers. "As we 

prepare for the Series B fundraise in the next 

months to make Practically a worldwide 

brand, we're excited to welcome a new group 

of investors. Since its inception during the 

first lockdown, the Practically app has 

allowed 1.5 million students to maintain their 

experiential learning. This investment plan 

not only restores investor confidence in the 

company, but it also provides the impetus 

needed to improve student learning and 

empower teachers," said Charu Noheria, Co-

founder and COO, Practically. The startup will 

use these funds to grow its services across 

India, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia, 

with a focus on growth, business 

development, building up the business and 

sales verticals, and pushing tactical hiring to 

solidify its edtech footing. 

 

Pune-based English Learning App PingoLearn bags INR 2 Crore in a Pre-Seed Funding Round:  

Founded in 2021, PingoLearn offers language 

learning packages that include small video 

classes that are inspired by real-life 

interactions. The majority of language 

learning methodologies include rote 

memorization of grammar rules and 

vocabulary without much context. Learners 

are never allowed to engage with the target 

language, and as a result, they lose interest. 

PingoLearn recently announced that it has 

raised Rs 2 Crore in a Pre-Seed funding round. 

The latest funding round was led by Titan 

Capital and AngelList’s syndicate. "Active 

language learners make up one in every four 

people on the planet. English is only the 

beginning. Our pedagogy can be translated 

into other languages and territories. We are 

interested in testing the product in markets 

like east Asia, southeast Asia, and Latin 

America apart from India. The fuel for our 

rocket ship will come from this funding 

round," said Shubham Maheshwari, Co-

Founder of PingoLearn. The funds will be 

used to expand the team, set up content 

material equipment, and develop the 

product, according to the startup.
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 focusing on vernacular space. As a result, our 

vision is to eliminate these gaps as a source of 

widespread unemployment. We think that 

education should be outcome-driven, and 

that is what we hope to achieve with our 

portal," said Kamal Kant Gupta, Co-founder. 
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Educator's Profile 

Mr. Kuldeep Surolia 

Bangalore-situated Sorsfort schools Founder-Director, Sir Kuldeep Surolia Ji designs a specific algorithm of 

controlling the software of your body that is Mind which helps you to achieve the impossible. He works 

together to eliminate any obstacles or blocks that stand in your way. He literally partners with you all the 

way to your success. But success is just one minuscule part. The Eastern mystic secrets are revealed as the 

coaching progresses. Surolia, a teacher at heart is of the opinion that while body and mind 

education get most of the attention from schools and parents, the third component is often 

related to the margins. He spent a decade abroad visiting several countries while he was 

working with MNCs prior to setting up of his school venture, is convinced that his researched 

motivational sessions will potentially not only distress students but also prepare them for life.                                                                                                    
 

Key Skills- 
 Sir Kuldeep is a Teacher, Academician, Author, and Visionary with several decades of 

experience in teaching students from across the globe.  

 He is a firm believer of complete 360-degree holistic education to a child covering Body, 

Mind and Soul. 

 He is a Speaker who continues to conduct sessions over multiple cities across the world. 

 He is a fantastic Coach; he’ll discover what's most important to you in your life. 

 

Achievements- 
 He launched his ‘Sadvidya’ series in 

an effort to promote ‘soul’ 

education in a big way.  

 Sir has been accorded with various 

awards at both national and 

international level like Konark, Zee 

Quiz, Education Excellence award 

etc. 

 He has been invited as 

distinguished speaker at various 

seminars, conferences. 

 He has authored various articles for 

some of the leading magazines in 

the field of education and child 

care. 

 He is a ‘Teacher’ by heart and has 

built many intellectual academic 

content specifically for his students. 

 

Distinctive Approach Sorsfort 

Provides 
The core of Sorsfort International School 

is its Academics. There is a great deal of 

insistence on researched learning and 

well-documented study systems are 

given importance. Sorsfort offers quality education that compares well with international schools across the world and with 

leading institutions everywhere. 

 

Vidya (Modern Education): With a view to develop the virtues, character and patriotism in the young generation, Sir Kuldeep 

Surolia Ji, by synthesizing the ideals of our ancient culture with modern education, established Sorsfort. Today with its army of 

dedicated teachers, Sorsfort is engaged in creating true citizens by imparting virtue based best education with leadership feature.  

Mr. Kuldeep Surolia 

Academician, Author & Founder – 

Sorsfort Group of Schools, Bengaluru 
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Educator's Profile  
 Knowledge: Profound understanding of the concepts & their real life application.  

 Leadership: Acquire essential qualities of inspiring others towards a Noble Ambition, understanding of 

responsibilities and skills to use the power that benefits all. 

 Dynamism: Being proactive, acquiring self-confidence, motivating oneself & the team along with 

sincerity & discipline. 

 What After 12th: The whole education in each year and the curriculum is designed in a way which 

answer the question of “What after 12th?” for your child. 

 

1) Sadvidya (Value Education): Value of the person will beknown by the values he or she carroes. In absence of our moral 

values and over exposure of media, today the child is also learning things that will destroy the core of humanity, 

respect, discipline, integrity and service to parents. To meet these needs, Sorsfort is proud to inculcate Sadvidya/Value 

Education into your child. 

 Serve the Parents: The education of serving the parents is like serving the God. 

 Integrity: The quality of being prudent by Intention, Attitude, behaviour & action. Develops good source for dwelling the 

qualities like truthfulness, honesty, positive attitude, and moral practices. 

 Gratefulness: Having gratitude & being respectful towards – God, Saints, Parents, Elders & Natural Resources – every 

person & thing that is part of our ecosystem. 

 Empathy: To not just know the pain & emotion of others but also feel, care & act to the best at the same time. 

 

2) Bhaham Vidya (Spiritual Education): This wonderful world & the opportunity that we are human beings, is a boon of 

Almighty. We experience that our materialistic life has taken away peace from us. That is not because it is our fate but 

because we are ignorant about the fact that we don’t realize our true self, our true soul and the omnipresence of God. 

Following inculcate strong foundations of spirituality into your child. 

 Affection with Parents & Saintly Person: Having strong emotional bond & unconditional affection with Parents, real Saints 

& Devotees of God and willingness to serve them. 

 Faith: Having strong conviction & faith in Spiritual Scriptures & God as ultimate existence and shelter for souls. 

 Atmanistha: Realizing oneself as mere Soul, detached from the body, as a humble Sevak. 

 Realization of God: Experiencing & feeling the blissful & divine form of God in reality. 
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Educator's Profile 
Ms. Mathura K.  

Responsible Educator with excellent communication and interpersonal skills demonstrated by 13 years of 

teaching and leadership experience in ICSE and CBSE Board of Education. She has a passion for learning and 

possesses a deep knowledge especially in Math, Science, English and Hindi education ranging from Montessori 

to Grade 10. She is a self-motivated and enthusiastic educator with a strong desire to foster a 

cohesive learning atmosphere. She has specialized in managing and maximizing learning 

opportunities in diverse classroom settings. She can read and write in five languages – English, 

Hindi, Tamil, Sanskrit and Kannada. 

Key Skills 

 Passionate writer, flow chart designer, pseudo code developer and system designer. 

 Expert at creative writing, report writing, para-phrasing and circular drafting 

 Skilled at Suduko solving, develop multiple problem-solving techniques, sharp number 

sense 

 Design child-friendly lesson plans and curriculums and select books for appropriate grades 

 Strong analytical and logical skills 

 Conduct quizzes in a timely manner and workshop for teachers  

 Conducts training programme for teachers in teaching English and Mathematics  

Achievements 

 Won Gold Medal at NIIT University twice as topper in PGDCA. 

 Experience as Observer and Centre Superintendent for Grade 10,12 CBSE exams (both theory and practical) 

 Worked as Centre Superintendent for NEET Exams 

 Active in recruitment of teachers, coordinators and Principals for various Orchids branches 

 Writes Blog, articles, reviews with the name “Let’s Think”  

 

Distinctive Approach Orchids Provides 
Orchids has a holistic approach with a modern day touch for education. Keeping several such aspects in mind, the school chain has 

many things to offer as part of its academic portfolio. 

Early Years Program (EYP): We have constructed a unique curriculum for our pre-primary and primary school that is Early Years 

Program(EYP) students of Pre-Nursery, Nursery, K1, K2, Grade I and Grade II. The vibrant learning environment for the EYP children 

is a mix of several methodologies such as Montessori, Play-way theory etc. These when combined, make their journey a bright and 

colourful one. We focus on strengthening the foundation of learning by encouraging curiosity and independent thinking in the 

classrooms. Each child is motivated to ask questions and experience the learning first hand. Our multi-sensory learning approach 

looks after the overall development of the child.

Ms. Mathura K 

Principal – Orchids The 

International School, Bengaluru 
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Educator's Profile 
1 Primary: Each year, as they begin their journey to Primary Grades of III, IV and V, they are introduced to 

a new curriculum to provide them with advanced learning. In our primary school, this phase serves as an 

intermediate phase between the conceptual learning stages to the career-building stage. Everything learned 

in the primary classes will build the initial ground for the students to work towards their dream. In this crucial 

phase, every aspect of learning i.e. academics, inculcating values, discipline etc. is closely taken care of. The 

development during the primary stage of education empowers the comprehensive abilities, enhancing their vision 

for both personal and academic goals. 

 

2 Secondary: Once the foundation of learning is established in the primary classes, they are further provided with the 

required academic rigour to prepare them for the upcoming challenges. We provide our students with an integrated knowledge 

of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, in an easily comprehensible manner through our unique teaching 

methods. The curriculum for secondary school or higher secondary school focuses on the career building of a student apart from 

academic achievements, for which different activities and programs are initiated along with the academic subjects in the 

curriculum. Up to grade VIII, the teaching is as per the CBSE curriculum, but the teaching methodology, assessments, and lesson 

plans are as per the norms of international boards. From VIII onwards, our students are channelized towards a specific syllabus 

to help them focus on their class X milestone. 
 

3 Digital Enhanced Learning (DEL): Digitally enhanced learning methods through various equipment and initiatives allow 

us to enhance a child’s learning capabilities, keeping up with the pace of the world with our digital classrooms at Orchids 

International Schools. This includes Digital Classrooms, Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), The Early Years Starters Program (ESP), 

Online Worksheet and Tuitions, Flip Classroom Learning and Video-Assisted Learning. 

 

4 Robotics: Robotics courses as a part of our curriculum adhere to the needs of the changing world by polishing our students 

with a skill set that will help them in the longer run. We intend to keep our students updated with the most recent technological 

advancements rather than traditional and outdated teaching methods. Robotics is a fun and effective way to introduce kids to 

not only programming but also to engage their interests in other subjects in a creative manner. It makes kids learn Science and 

Math in engaging ways and can capture a child’s imagination like no other tool by creating a fun, physical learning process. Our 

curriculum includes Scratch junior, Scratch, Blocklydino, Syntax, Arduino, and many more programs. A series of National and 

International Competitions, including the ones being organized by IITs, are lined up, serving as an exhibiting opportunity for our 

young talented minds. 
 

5 Student Exchange Program: Student Exchange Program is a paid program at ORCHIDS, where the international school 

students are exposed to a new culture, under the guidance of our trained teachers to support them in their endeavors. ORCHIDS 

believes a child can learn a great deal in a diverse environment. By moving out of their comfort zone, their minds are exposed to 

all new learning perspectives, giving them a wide idea of what the world holds for them. 
 

 

6 Special Education (Inclusive Philosophy): We welcome acid victims, physically challenged children, and other special kids 
and provide them with all the resources and opportunities. We follow the INCLUSIVE Philosophy which intends to incorporate a 
sense of belongingness and togetherness in our ORCHIDS family. As a part of this philosophy, we make sure every child is 
attended to and guided in the right direction. Our psychologists, counselors, and teachers are adamant about providing 
appropriate help.  
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Educator's Profile 
 

Ms. Ujwala N Jagdale  
Dr. Ujwala Nagaraja Rao Jagdale, Managing Trustee of MARIGOLD TRUST, is a compassionate 

humanitarian dedicated to bringing world-class facilities within people's economic and 

geographic reach. Dr. Ujwala N Jagdale graduated from the Sri Devraj URS Medical College in 

Kolar with a medical degree. She received her MD in Physiology from Bangalore University and 

then went on to get a Post Graduate Diploma in Hospital Administration. Dr. Ujwala N Jagdale 

possesses leadership abilities as well as a kind, dignified grace that is appropriate of her name. 

Her life's aim has been to make excellence in education a reality through her love for 

people and unwavering commitment. 
 

What inspired you to enter the field of education? 
 

We all dream alone and the abilities to craft our destinies, ultimately rests  with us. I always 

had entrepreneurial spirit within me. Education is one field that is extremely close to my 

heart where I really wanted to do something that could contribute towards transforming 

this sector. Leadership by its very nature is an individual impulse. With a strong desire 

fuelled by my commitment and of course with the assistance of equally driven team mates , 

I set out on this journey as an edupreneur of turning my passion into reality . 
 

What was the idea behind starting Marigold International School? 
 

After completing my MBBS, MD and Masters in Hospital Administration, I worked for a decade 

in the pharmaceutical and the food industry. Swimming against the tide, with a carefully 

designed intent, I forayed into the Health Care sector by establishing Marigold Hospital and   

Research Centre at Bangalore. I understood at a very young age, the power that only education can bring. Along the way, 

my passion to create an educational space where holistic development is the norm, where lifelong learning is the ultimate 

goal, and where, through progressive, personalized learning methods, the student is the centre  of all endeavours, became 

my purpose and Marigold International School was born in the year 2020.  

 

I dedicate this labour of love that is aimed to meet the educational needs of children belonging to all strata of the society  

to my beloved father Late Shri Nagaraja Rao R Jagdale.I deliberated and chose the school motto - Vidya Dadati Vinayam - 

from knowledge comes humility. I truly believe that learning is never complete and the true desire to learn is lifelong. This  

belief, the mission statement and the core values define the learning process at MIS. I wanted to create a space for children 

to feel happy and free at school.   
 

Ms. Ujwala N Jagdale 

Chairman – Marigold  

International School, Bengaluru 
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Educator's Profile 
What were some of the obstacles you faced towards the beginning of your journey and did you strive to 

overcome them? 
Inevitably in life everyone faces challenges. I too had my share of challenge. It is the past that 

prepares one for the future. I strongly think that my days at medical school and life circumstances 

has taught me composure, crisis management, and self-belief that stand central to all my driving 

operations at work and dealing with the ordeals that life throws in. I take them in my stride. Once  I 

get out of the nesting period, I wing out high and sky becomes the limit for my success. We all know 

how difficult roads lead to beautiful destinations. I feel my journey has been blessed and one -of-a-

kind. 

What are your passions apart from your involvement in Health Care and Education? 
 

 

From an early age I had developed an inclination towards poetry. I read, play the piano and hone my shooting skills in my 

leisure time. Spending time with my family and playing with my pets is a stress buster for me. I find cooking therapeutic and 

love to cook for my family and invite friends over for a home cooked dinner. I love spending time at our estate at 

Chikkamagaluru. We travel and manage to take vacations despite my watertight schedules.  

Could you tell us about the pedagogy followed at your school? 
 

Marigold International School believes in the process of self- discovery and learning, thereby honing individuality and 

uniqueness in each child. The focus is on creating awareness in students, providing them wi th experiences that they could 

apply to real-life situations and make informed choices for themselves. This world class  education is delivered in state-of- 

the- art environs and add to the overall excellence the school stands for.  

At MIS, curricular and co-curricular activities are given equal importance and every student’s needs – intellectual, physical 

and emotional- are met through a curriculum followed by the school. The approach to learning and students is inclusive and 

integrated with the teachers leading from the front in imparting value-based lessons aimed at sensitizing the students right 

from the primary level. 

What was the major challenge while regulating virtual classrooms? 
 

The world has changed over the past eighteen months, including our education environments. As we shifted to the “new 

normal” of remote and hybrid learning, basic classroom protocols did turn upside-down. The traditional reflexes of the 

teachers were paralyzed. Beginning with the new reality we had to revisit the basics, a nalyse the constraints and design new 

choices as textbooks were not the only medium of education. We had to reimagine our school to function effectively while 

co-existing with COVID-19. 

Understanding how to record a meeting, properly mute oneself, and navi gate different communications streams became 

essential skills for educators, faculty, students, and even parents. And it had become necessary for IT professionals in the 

school to identify the right devices and digital tools.  
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Mr. Gupta is the Chairman of Global Edupreneurs Alliance, Chairman of Ferozepur Sahodaya 

Schools Complex, Senior Vice President of the Independent Schools Federation of India (ISFI), Vice President of Prayas 

Social Welfare Society, Member of Board of Governors of Shaheed Bhagat State Technical Campus ( Government of 

Punjab), Member Zonal Railway Users Consultative Committee (Ministry of Railways),Member of Cantonment Board 

(Ministry of Defence), Chairman of Council of Infrastructural Development and Economic Reforms, besides he is 

associated with several other leading education organizations, NGO’s , Social and Cultural societies in various 

capacities. 
He has also keen interest in Sports. Being the Chairman of Sports Associations (SAF), he has played a vital role in 

chiseling many sports persons and introduction of various games, even in remote border areas. He is President of 

Punjab Lawn Tennis Association, President of Punjab Yoga Association, Vice President Punjab Roller Skating 

Association. Mr. Gupta is also Member Academic Council of MBS Sports University, Patiala (Punjab). Mr. Gupta is also 

a leading consultant and on Board of Advisor for many educational and social organizations like ‘IDA Edupreneurs 

Community’ (India), International Council for School Leadership, Indian Red Cross, Police – Public Welfare Trust etc. 

He is also trustee of Hussainiwala Martyrs Memorial Trust (Government of Punjab) which looks into development and 

beautification of the historic monuments along the Indo- Pakistan Border in Punjab. 

 

DCM Group of Schools has one of a kind campus that promotes the c o n c e p t o f ‘learning by doing’. Various 

community outreach programmes are organized too that highlight the major social responsibility commitment that 

DCM has to give back to the society. Over the years DCM has been conferred with several prestigious awards including 

the National Award for Excellence in Education for meritorious services in the field of education.
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Ed-Tech Snippets 

 

 

 

 

Name of the Company Kohbee Name of the Company Vivi

Founded Year 2021 Founded Year 2016

Headquarter Bengaluru Headquarter Australia

Segment Learning Application Segment Classroom Participation

Funding $235K Funding $20 Million

Funding Round/Type Pre-Seed Funding Round Funding Round/Type Funding Round

Lead Investor Ah! Ventures Lead Investor Quad Partners

Name of the Company Razorpay Name of the Company PingoLearn

Founded Year 2013 Founded Year 2021

Headquarter Bangalore Headquarter Pune

Segment Payment processing Segment English Learning App

Funding $375 Million Funding 2 Crore

Funding Round/Type Series F Funding Round Funding Round/Type Pre-Seed Funding Round

Lead Investor TCV, Lone Pine Capital, and Alkeon Capital Lead Investor Titan Capital and AngelList’s Syndicate

Name of the Company Edukoya Name of the Company Practically

Founded Year 2021 Founded Year 2018

Headquarter London Headquarter Hyderabad

Segment Online Learning Platform Segment STEM Learning

Funding $3.5 Million Funding Amount $5M

Funding Round/Type Pre-Seed Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series B Funding Round

Lead Investor Target Global Lead Investor Earlsfield Capital, NB Ventures

Name of the Company Klassroom Name of the Company Authoritive

Founded Year 2016 Founded Year 2019

Headquarter Mumbai Headquarter New York

Segment Tutoring Platfrom Segment Audio + Video + Text-Based Learning

Funding $300K Funding $5M

Funding Round/Type Pre-Series A1 Funding Round Funding Round/Type Seed Funding Round

Lead Investor Ah! Ventures and Hem Angels Lead Investor Owl Ventures & GMG Ventures

Name of the Company Atom Learning Name of the Company uLesson

Founded Year 2018 Founded Year 2019

Headquarter London Headquarter Africa

Segment Online Learning Platform Segment Educational learning app

Funding $25 Million Funding Amount $15M

Funding Round/Type Series A Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series B Funding Round

Lead Investor SoftBank’s Vision Fund 2 Lead Investor Tencent, Nielsen Ventures
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Ed-Tech Snippets 

 

 

Name of the Company Cakap Name of the Company YaizY

Founded Year 2013 Founded Year 2020

Headquarter Indonesia Headquarter New York

Segment Language Learning Segment Live education platform

Funding $10m Funding $2.1 Million

Funding Round/Type Series B Funding Round Funding Round/Type Funding Round

Lead Investor
Heritas Capital and MDI Ventures' Centauri 

Fund
Lead Investor LearnStart, Flyer One Ventures

Name of the Company PlanetSpark Name of the Company LingoAce

Founded Year 2016 Founded Year 2017

Headquarter Gurugram Headquarter Singapore

Segment
Public Speaking and Innovative Writing 

Classes
Segment Language Learning Platform

Funding $13.5 Million Funding $105 Million

Funding Round/Type Series B Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series C Funding Round

Lead Investor Prime Venture Partners Lead Investor Sequoia Capital India

Name of the Company Early Steps Academy Name of the Company Edvizo

Founded Year 2021 Founded Year 2018

Headquarter Bengaluru Headquarter Bengaluru

Segment Live Learning Environment Segment Online Competitive Exam Preparation

Funding $1.2 Million Funding Amount $150,000

Funding Round/Type Seed Capital Round Funding Round/Type Angel Funding Round

Lead Investor
Whiteboard Capital, Taurus Ventures, and 

BEENEXT
Lead Investor Ah! Ventures

Name of the Company Pintek Name of the Company GetSetUp

Founded Year 2018 Founded Year 2019

Headquarter Indonesia Headquarter California

Segment Financial Technology Firm Segment Virtual Workforce

Funding $7m Funding $10 Million

Funding Round/Type Series A Funding Round Funding Round/Type Fresh Funding Round

Lead Investor Kaizenvest and Heritas Capital Lead Investor
Aileen Lee’s Cowboy Ventures and LightShed 

Ventures

Name of the Company Inzpira Name of the Company MindX

Founded Year 2020 Founded Year 2014

Headquarter Kerala Headquarter Vietnam

Segment Soft-Skills Training Platform Segment Online/Offline Education Platform

Funding Rs. 2.3 Cr Funding Amount $3.3 Million

Funding Round/Type Seed Funding Round Funding Round/Type Series A Funding Round

Lead Investor Avalon Consulting and JLL Lead Investor Wavemaker Partners
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Cover Story – How has Technology Changed Education?
Introduction 
In schools all across the world, computers, tablets, smart whiteboards, and other technological devices are used as part of the 

learning process. Technology gives a window to the rest of the world as well as access to tens of thousands of educational 

resources. Learning to work with technology and computer coding gives them the knowledge and confidence they need to attain 

successful careers when they leave school - and, in turn, invent new technologies.  

The number of children utilising handheld technology such as cell phones and mini-tablets is increasing around the world. 

Technology is being used by agencies and organisations to give education where it is most needed. Technology may be utilised to 

give education to those who need it most, particularly in humanitarian circumstances like war or natural catastrophes. 

 

Technology has the potential to transform education. It has the potential to strengthen and enhance educator-student 

connections, reimagine our approaches to learning and collaboration, close long-standing equity and accessibility gaps, and tailor 

learning experiences to meet the needs of all students. Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even 

management easier because it now handles all of the complex tasks. 

Exploration and creativity should be fostered in our schools, community institutions, and universities. Educators should work with 

their pupils to learn together, exploring new information and developing new abilities. Leaders in education should establish a 

vision for developing learning experiences that give all students with the tools and resources they need to succeed.  

Our educational system previously relied heavily on books and a chalkboard classroom, but the problem with that method of 

teaching is that it promotes rote learning, and students were unable to gain deep knowledge because they did not have access to 

the Internet, and thus their knowledge remained limited. Before, the educational system was completely offline, which meant 

that you couldn't obtain any information without visiting and inquiring with the management. Because there was no Internet or 

distant learning at the time, studying was tough and students had to rely exclusively on their lecturers for information. 

Students, educators, and management have all benefited from technological advancements in our educational sector. For 

example, with the help of the Internet, students are becoming smarter as they now learn practically with the help of a video 

prepared by the educator in which it explains information with the help of graphic design, which helps students grasp the 

knowledge faster and better than the old way of learning.  

Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even management easier because it now handles all of the complex 

tasks. For example, a teacher used to teach slowly so that each student could learn, but now, with the help of pre-recorded lessons, 

he can teach at a faster pace without sacrificing anything. It also makes children's lives easier because they now have multiple 

venues for learning from Wikipedia to byjus to YouTube videos to Google. Technology aids management in a variety of ways. For 

example, to keep track of everything, management used to have a large fat register, but now all of the data is saved in a compact 

computer that can deliver any information at the touch of a button.  
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Cover Story – How has Technology Changed Education?
3. Overview 
Increased use of laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices is one of the fastest-growing and irreversible trends in education at all 

levels. Every kid in many primary schools now has access to a laptop or tablet. Many undergrads now have tablets as well as 

computers at colleges and universities. Always intrigued by the benefits of portability, an increasing number of people are now 

requesting content to be sent to their smartphones. 

Only a few years ago, mobile devices were almost entirely utilised as a beefed-up substitute for traditional resources such as 

handouts, overhead projector transparencies, books, paper, and pens. However, these technologies are now beginning to change 

how instruction and learning are carried out. 

Teachers are employing technology to replace traditional models of rote learning with more individualised, self-directed 

experiences for their students. With software that facilitates multiuser collaboration and more support for virtual dialogues, both 

within and outside the classroom, there is more multi-device synchronisation. Students and teachers are increasingly producing 

their own digital content, such as animations and movies. 

 
 Technology is pervasive in education, with at least one computer available for every five students in public schools in the United 

States. They spend more than $3 billion on digital material each year. The country is in the midst of a tremendous drive, led by 

the federal government, to make affordable high-speed Internet and free online teaching tools available to even the most rural 

and distant schools. For the first time in 2015-16, more state standardized tests for elementary and middle school students will 

be administered using technology rather than paper and pencil. 

Observers must know where to look to keep up with what's changing (and what isn't). 

Here's the expanding ed-tech business, with corporate behemoths and small startups vying for a piece of the $8 billion-plus annual 

hardware and software market. The "early adopters"—those districts, schools, and teachers who are making the most creative 

and successful use of the new resources at their disposal—are being given a lot of attention. 

Despite all of the technological advancements, implementation remains a significant challenge. Schools and educators around the 

country are grappling with how to balance flexible and "personalised" models with the state and federal accountability criteria 

they must still satisfy, as well as the deeper cultural problem of changing instructors' long-standing habits and routines. Despite 

the significant investments made by many school districts, proof that digital personalised learning may improve student outcomes 

or close performance disparities at scale is, at best, sporadic. Another tendency is to increase pupils' Internet access outside of 

school hours. Blended learning programmes that are effective require students to have "anytime, anywhere" access to learning 

content,  which is a huge difficulty in many places.
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Cover Story – How has Technology Changed Education?
Modern Technology in Education 
According to the most recent research into how modern students choose to use technology and how technology affects their 

learning, it has been discovered that when students use modern equipment, technology, and tools, their learning and interactivity 

improves.  

Even in schools, universities, and colleges, the reliance and dependence on such an innovation that just makes life a simple, smooth 

journey is unavoidable these days. Today's students can use technology in the following ways: Internet access and connectivity 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week Over the last decade, the internet has expanded in importance by a factor of ten. 

Students can discover a lot of aid, tutorials, and other forms of assisting material on the internet, which they can utilise to 

academically develop and boost their learning. Using images and projectors When compared to words, visual images usually have 

a great attraction. Another excellent technical application is the use of projectors and graphics to enhance learning. There are and 

will be more applications that will support students in their development and learning as the power of digital grows. Technology-

assisted online degrees are becoming increasingly popular. With the use of numerous technologies and the internet, top 

universities offer great online programmes. Students who work and want flexible education programmes are more familiar with 

the online degree scenario around the world. 

 

Technology's Importance in Learning Technology plays four roles in education: it is used as part of the curriculum, as an 

instructional delivery method, as a means of assisting with instructions, and as a tool to improve the overall learning process. 

Education has progressed from being passive and reactive to being participatory and combative as a result of technological 

advancements. In both corporate and academic environments, education is crucial. In the former, workers are taught or trained 

to do tasks differently than they did previously. In either scenario, students can benefit from the use of technology to better grasp 

and remember information. 
 

Students, educators, and management have all benefited from technological advancements in our educational sector. For 

example, with the help of the Internet, students are becoming smarter as they now learn practically with the help of a video 

prepared by the educator in which it explains information with the help of graphic design, which helps students grasp the 

knowledge faster and better than the old way of learning.  
 

Personal computers have elevated instructional tools to new heights. Computers used to take up entire rooms and were only 

available to the wealthiest institutions. Students now have access to phones, tablets, laptops, desktop computers, and other 

devices to search, read, interact, and learn on. However, these technologies are now beginning to change how instruction and 

learning are carried out. Technology is pervasive in education, with at least one computer available for every five students in public 

schools. Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even management easier because it now handles all of the 

complex tasks. 
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Impact of Technology on Education 

 Digital cameras, projectors, mind training software, computers, Power Point presentations, and 3D visualisation tools are 

just a few of the technological advancements that have made it easier for teachers to help students grasp a concept. 

 It must be understood that visual explanations of concepts make learning more enjoyable for students. They are able to 

participate more in class, and teachers are given the opportunity to make their classes more interactive and interesting. 

 When students attend school in different parts of the state, they can "meet" their counterparts via video conferencing 

without leaving the classroom. 

 Some websites, such as www.glovico.com, are used to help students learn foreign languages online by matching them with 

a teacher from another country. 

 With the introduction of online degree programmes, there is little need to be physically present in the classroom. Several 

foreign universities have also launched online degree programmes that students can enrol in. 

 Distance learning and online education have grown in importance in today's educational system. 

 

Easy access to information; easy 

retention of information; increased 

storage of information; improved 

presentation of information; teaching 

became more interactive; easier 

sharing of knowledge; and increased 

interest in learning. 
 

Since the advent of technology, the 

field of education (teaching and 

learning) has undergone a revolution. 

Schools have recognised the value of 

technology and have begun to 

incorporate it into the classroom. With 

the introduction of computers in 

schools, teachers' ability to impart knowledge and students' ability to acquire it has improved. With the advent of technology, the 

journey of teaching and learning has become more effective. 

Technology, on the other hand, has profoundly altered education in a variety of ways. For one thing, technological advancements 

have greatly increased educational access. Books were scarce in mediaeval times, and education was limited to an elite few. 

Massive amounts of information (books, audio, images, and videos) are now available at one's fingertips via the Internet because 

of technological advancements, access to learning opportunities is now at an all-time high. 

Technology has had an impact on almost every aspect of life today, and education is no exception. It has affected and influenced 

how things are presented and taught to students in the classroom. It has had a significant impact on the materials used and how 

we use these materials to teach students in schools. 

Technological advancements in our educational sector have had a very positive impact on students, educators, and management, 

as students are becoming smarter with the help of the Internet, as 

they now learn practically with the help of a video prepared by the 

educator in which it explains information with the help of graphic 

design, which helps students grasp the knowledge faster and 

understand it better than the old way of learning. 

Technology has made the lives of educators, students, and even 

management easier because technology now handles all complex 

tasks. For example, a teacher used to teach slowly so that every 

student could learn, but now, with the help of pre-recorded lessons, 

he can teach at a faster pace without sacrificing anything. It also 

makes children's lives easier because they now have multiple avenues for learning, from Wikipedia to byjus to YouTube videos to 

Google. Technology assists management in a variety of ways. For example, in the past, management would keep a record of 

everything  
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may require practise to grasp. This is your window of opportunity: what can you extract from instructor-led sessions and turn into 

eLearning so that learners may learn and practise on their own time—and at their own pace? 
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in a large fat register, but now all of the data is stored in a small computer that can provide any information with the click of a 

button. 

Role of Technology in Education 
Despite the fact that technology is finally being integrated into education, its use for teaching and learning remains a challenge. 

Despite the fact that many schools today have ready access to technology, well-trained teachers, and a favourable policy 

environment, the use of technology in the classroom remains low. Some blame teachers' pedagogical beliefs for low levels of 

technology use in education. 
 

Having said that, the potential of technology to improve learning cannot be overstated. For students with special needs, the use 

of technology began a long time ago. Brail machines, for example, have been used to assist the visually impaired. Furthermore, 

special needs programmes that assist children with autism use technology to improve learning. Educators hope to effect 

pedagogical change and address fundamental issues affecting students with special needs by incorporating technology into the 

classroom. As a result, technology can be viewed as both a tool and a catalyst for change. 
 

Today, technologies that improve and facilitate learning can be found almost anywhere. Leaving aside other contextual factors 

like unequal access to technological innovations and connected technologies across schools and districts, we can only say we have 

embraced technology in education when it is used for both teaching and learning. The main goal of incorporating technology into 

schools is to change how teachers and students gather, access, analyse, present, and transmit information. This can help to 

democratise information in classrooms as well as differentiate instruction, which is especially beneficial for students with special 

needs. 
 

Overall, technology is important in many aspects of society, and incorporating it into the educational process holds great promise 

for student learning. With the advancement of technology, both teachers and students can expect to be more efficient and 

effective. Technology can also influence pedagogical change and address issues affecting learning, teaching, and social 

organisation. As a result, technology can be viewed as both a tool and a catalyst for change. Students must embrace technology 

in order to benefit from it, and teachers must be open to incorporating technology into the classroom in order to improve and 

innovate their teaching practise. 

Teachers are encouraged to identify learning objectives and 

differentiate instruction based on the needs of their students, 

thanks to the widespread availability of student databases that 

can track individual progress. When teachers use technology 

to present instruction, they should use a channel that is 

relevant to the objectives, learning style, mode, and 

technology chosen. When evaluating technology-based 

instruction, appropriate evaluation techniques must be used 

that are consistent with the methods of instruction, objectives, 

and technology. When using technology to evaluate students' 

learning and the role technology played in that process, 

teachers can design follow-up activities. Digital skills are 

required for participation in the global economy. Mobile 

technologies have reached even the poorest parts of the 

world, but skill gaps persist, and school students are frequently taught skills that will not help them get jobs in STEM fields (Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Maths). 
 

There is a risk that technology will be deployed in a way that rewards young people in richer countries while leaving others in low-

income countries behind in terms of acquiring the skills required for the new economies. 

Even if technology is available and people have the necessary e-literacy skills, there is no guarantee that technology can create a 

high-quality learning environment on its own. 

One of the most important roles of technology in education is that it allows teachers to serve all study material to students, 

allowing them to better understand the topics and solve problems more easily. Educational technology approaches modern 

classrooms / Smart classes, which primarily focus on improving each student's performance. 

Without a doubt, incorporating technology into the classroom promotes students' overall development. Technology is a powerful 

tool for promoting a healthy educational system around the world. One of the most important roles of technology in education is
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Advantages of Technology in Education 
Students can now do something they should have been able to do a long time ago, thanks to the introduction of mobile phones, 

tablets, and computers: they can learn actively and productively. Students can now approach a subject/teaching unit with 

enthusiasm for the first time, thanks to applications, videos, simulations, and digital books that make the learning process much 

more engaging. Furthermore, 

having the opportunity 

to delve deeper into an area 

of interest allows them 

to potentially recognise 

their interests and talents, 

as well as possibly their 

future profession. 

However, with the 

introduction of digital 

technologies and the 

Internet into the 

classrooms, a teacher's job 

of analysing student 

performance and providing 

guidelines and advice has 

become much easier, creating a win-win situation for both teachers and students. Teachers, in particular, have clear insight into 

the areas in which students struggle or excel, thanks to platforms that collect data on student performance in class, tests, and 

assignments. Furthermore, teachers can now modify lessons based on insights into individual students' or the class's overall 

performance. 

 

Conclusion 

Technology is an essential part of life in the twenty-first century, referred to as the fourth revolution, which is accompanied by 

both challenges and opportunities. It also has structural character, which allows it to include and exclude technological factors. 

The sheer magnitude of change in communication technology in terms of methodology and modes of education may necessitate 

organisational revision. 

Technology has given education a whole new meaning, and there is no doubt that our educational system has been transformed 

as a result of the ever-advancing technology. We can now prepare students for lifelong learning, which necessitates new 

approaches to education that incorporate technology into students' daily lives. It is widely acknowledged that a well-rounded 

education is a springboard to personal success. It places students on a path of lifelong learning, preparing them to succeed in an 

ever-changing world. Individuals can broaden their minds and embrace new ideas and opportunities through education, while also 

building better lives for themselves and their communities. Today, technologies that improve and facilitate learning can be found 

almost anywhere. Leaving aside other contextual factors like unequal access to technological innovations and connected 

technologies across schools and districts, we can only say we have embraced technology in education when it is used for both 

teaching and learning. The main goal of incorporating technology into schools is to change how teachers and students gather, 

access, analyse, present, and transmit information. This can help democratise information in classrooms as well differentiate 

instruction, which is especially beneficial for students with special needs. Personal computers have elevated instructional tools to 

new heights. Computers used to take up entire rooms and were only available to the wealthiest institutions. Students now have 

access to phones, tablets, laptops, desktop computers, and other devices to search, read, interact, and learn on. However, these 

technologies are now beginning to change how instruction and learning are carried out. Technology is pervasive in education, with 

at least one computer available for every five students in public schools. Technology has made the lives of educators, students, 

and even management easier because it now handles all of the complex tasks. 

 

actual interaction with your people, you must be inclusive.   
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Special Coverage – Automating the Admissions Process 
Admissions and enrolment management software aids school administrators in managing the entire student admissions and 

enrolment process, from application processing to fee 

collection. Admissions and admission management software 

also includes marketing resources tailored to schools' needs 

for attracting and communicating with prospective students, 

similar to CRM software. Prospecting, marketing outreach, 

online form design, application processing, payment 

processing, tour scheduling, and interview scheduling are all 

common features of these solutions. Analytics, event 

management, and data integration tools are all used in some 

solutions. Admissions and enrolment management software 

combines with student information systems or school 

resource management software to make it easier for 

students' data collected during the admissions process to be 

shared with the resources they'll use during their time at the 

school. 

 

Benefits of using an Admissions and Enrolment 

Management Software? 

The ability to provide a single unified platform for all 

admissions information where admissions and enrolment-

related activities can be handled is one of the primary reasons why educational institutions use admissions and enrolment 

management. 

 Being a comprehensive and one-stop solution for all the admission-related hassles 

 Better organization and management of the process 

 Improved and systematic communication and lead-management platform 

 

Some of the Admissions & Enrolment Management Tools in India are: 

 

1. Salesforce for Education 

Since student success begins with institutional success, Education Cloud connects students, staff, and alumni with integrated 

solutions for K-20 education, built on the world's leading CRM. The more missions our technology helps, the more money we put 

back into technology and societies, creating a never-ending cycle of good. Since student success begins with institutional success, 

Education Cloud helps link students, staff, and systems with one integrated CRM platform for K-20 education. Institutions in K-12 

and higher education should capture 360-degree views to better serve and engage each student on their journey to being lifelong 

learners. Higher education and K-12 institutions will also benefit from Education Cloud's 

services. 

Some of the key features include: 

 Recruiting, Admissions and enrolment 

 Intervention Management & Student Success 

 Advancement  

 Marketing & Communications  

 Fundraising & Grants Management  

 School 

Communications 

& Parent 

Engagement.

Education Cloud has solutions to help K-12 schools and higher education institutions admit and enrol the right students, provide 

customised student support at scale, and increase fundraising and alumni donation. Since Education Cloud is based on the 

Salesforce platform, the organisation can take advantage of the latest Salesforce innovations in AI, marketing messaging, 

community interaction, app development, and other areas. 

They also have a large network of education delivery partners with years of experience in both K-12 and higher education that can 

assist with scaling Education Cloud. 
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Special Coverage – Automating the Admissions Process 
1. Myclasscampus 

MyClassCampus is an all-in-one mobility-driven advanced ERP platform designed to assist 

educational institutions in their digital transformation. Its one-of-a-kind Mobile App unites all of 

an institute's stakeholders on a common platform. 

Some very interesting features includes: 

 Lesson Planning 

 Exam Scheduler 

 User directory 

 Fee & Finance management 

 Online admission with inquiry CRM 

 Leave management 

 QR attendance  

 User remarks  

 Shared calendar 

 Time Table management 

 Digital library 

2. Power School Enrolment 

 Schools can switch to PowerSchool Unified Administration Enrollment 

(formerly PowerSchool Registration) for applications, school choice and 

lotteries, waitlists, student contracts, registration forms, policy sign-offs, 

athletic sign-ups, and more. Increase student safety and reduce administrative pressures by customising forms and procedures to 

the institution's needs, communicating with families, and having trust that data submitted is correct on the first request. Use auto-

delivery to send structured or polished data to your SIS. 

PowerSchool integrates educators, teachers, administrators, and parents with the common goal of enhancing student learning 

outcomes. It is widely regarded as the most comprehensive suite of mission-critical K-12 education solutions. It assists schools and 

districts in effectively managing teaching, learning, grading, attendance, evaluation, analytics, state reporting, special education, 

student enrolment, talent, finance, and human resources from the front office to the classroom to the home. In over 90 nations, 

PowerSchool serves over 45 million students and 12,000 districts, colleges, and other educational institutions. 

3. Vidyalaya 

 Vidyalaya is a comprehensive, completely customizable School 

Management Software that is suitable for schools, colleges, universities, 

training centres, and other educational institutions. It enables institutes to 

handle both administrative and academic activities in one structure. 

Vidyalaya provides all members of the school community, including 

administrators, school officials, academic staff, students, and parents, with 

relevant knowledge and functions. It integrates all school processes in a user-

friendly, technologically advanced manner. Sapphire Software Solutions 

manages Vidyalaya. The business is one of India's oldest providers of School 

Management Software. Their first version of a window-based product was 

launched in 2002. Since then, they've grown to become one of India's top 

School Management software providers. Vidyalaya has progressed from a 

Windows-based school management system to a fully integrated cloud-based 

system. 

 

4. Uniapply 

 UniApply is a school application platform that streamlines the process of finding, applying, and enrolling in schools. UniApply is a 

ground-breaking product from NoPaperForms, India's leading enrolment automation platform. More than 300 of the country's 

top universities and institutions depend on their services. The company is headquartered in Gurgaon and has offices in Bangalore, 

Chennai, Pune, and Ahmedabad. While working on a solution for the enrolment process in higher education, we realised that the 

school admission process is more time-consuming, intimate, and physical.
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Institution Profile  

About  
Orchids - The International School 
Voted as one of the Best CBSE curriculum by Times School Survey 2020 and ranked 1st by Education Today 

under India School Merit Awards 2020, Orchids – The International School has always been receiving awards 

and accolades for its distinctive approach towards education and grooming the young minds of India. 

Orchids-The International School is one of the leading international school chains in India started its journey in 2002 with its first 

branch in Hyderabad. In less than two decades it has grown into 60+ branches spread over 7 cities across India in cities like 

Mumbai, Pune, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Chennai, Gurgaon, and Kolkata. Modern physical infrastructure, ensuring personalized 

attention by following 1:12 teacher-student ratio, and carefully curated curriculum provide uniformity in all Orchids schools. 

Orchids follow CBSE and ICSE curriculum infused with international teaching methodologies to provide a strong emphasis on 

personality development along with academic excellence. It has over 30,000+ students and 3,000+ teaching and non-teaching 

staff. 

 

About Jalahalli Branch – Best CBSE School in Jalahalli 

At Orchids - The International School, we continually update our institution to retain 

our rank of the best CBSE schools in Jalahalli. Most parents choose International schools 

because they keep pace with progress and have an environment that nurtures future 

innovators. The main feature that makes our school one of the best CBSE schools in 

Jalahalli is providing the best facilities and guidance that bring out our students’ true 

potential. Unlike other CBSE schools in Jalahalli, our school focuses on blending real-life 

experiences with theoretical knowledge to make studies more than just books. 

The branch is headed by Ms Mathura K - A democratic leader, a task master and go-

getter who is very strong at academics and is very efficient and effective in 

creating a suitable learning environment for students in a child centric manner. 

She has a clear vision and is adaptable to the latest trends in education. 

She also shares her experiences with the young students through guest lectures 

on varied topics related to design and construction techniques. Moving forward, 

she wishes to explore diverse challenges in design, excel with a passion to create 

and realize more built forms with a futuristic approach. At Wright Inspires she 

believes in creating spaces that can blend aesthetics and functionality with deep 

rootedness to nature. The works try to emphasize the use of natural elements like 

light and air, maximizing their presence and use in various forms. The team at 

Wright Inspires have realized projects of both residential and commercial in 

nature with equal ease and aplomb. 
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Using our unique SHARP (Self-discipline, handwork, reflective, and indicative thinking) methodology, we are able 

to bring about holistic development in the child. Being one of the best CBSE Schools in Jalahalli, we are able to 

give our students the ability to stand up to any challenges that this ever-changing world has for them. Our 

curriculum includes the core tenets of STEM blended with regular CBSE School lessons for a futuristic approach 

to education. At Orchids, we encourage our students to aim high and dream big and set them on the right path 

to soar high. Numerous students passing out from our institute have reached heights of success in both their 

lives and careers. Hence we have earned our title as best CBSE school in Jalahalli and are going our duty of providing 

an excellent educational environment for the sharp minds of the next generation. 

Facts about Jalahalli Branch 
 Campus: 51,957 Sq. Ft. 

 No of Students: 1,375 

 No. of Educators: 71 

 No. of Classrooms: 51 

Facilities: Robotics Lab, Playground, Music Room, Swimming Pool, Smart Classes, Computer Lab, Library and Science Lab. 

 

Our 5 Unique Pillars 
• Academic Excellence: Innovative teaching methods to nurture the potentials of the students, driving them towards achieving 

academic excellence. 

• Personal Attention: A team of Skilled and experienced teachers who are experts in their respective fields to cater to the 

curiosities of each student. 

• Holistic Development: Learning beyond classrooms through a spectrum of extra-curricular activities for an all-round progress. 

• Best-in-Class Infrastructure: World-class infrastructure to complement the academic process and extra-curricular activities. 

• Safe Campus: Comprehensive measures to ensure the safety of our students. 

 

Educating our Educators 
Educators play a pivotal role in the process of child development and learning. Our educators are interpreters of a child’s needs 

and are responsible for stimulating a sense of inquisitiveness within them. Simply put, an educator’s role at ORCHIDS - The 

International School is to love, inspire and encourage children to believe in themselves and their dreams. The training at ORCHIDS 

takes place in different phases. Initially, we aim at identifying the weaknesses and obstacles faced by any teacher. 

Every educator has their own methodology and we do not want them to be restricted to a particular way of teaching. These 

training sessions help the educators with required guidance. In a way, we are nurturing creativity in our educators, to be passed 

on to our students event.
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About 
Whitefield Global School 

 
 
 

Whitefield Global School” WGS”, an Institution of Chalasani Education Trust, is totally 

committed to imparting holistic education to the children and turn them into responsible global citizens for the future. 

The School is situated on a picturesque 2.5 acre of land, free from both noise and air pollution, and is within the close proximity 

of IT Corridor and major corporates. Our aim of running the 

academic Institution is based on our reverence for the Mission of 

Education.  We aim to provide quality education using a fine blend 

of modern techniques with the time tested ideas and methods, 

with every forth coming moment inspiring us to do better than 

the one passed.  

We enable each student to realize his/her potential by providing 

them an institutional culture, characterized by dynamic 

implementation of the curriculum, augmented by a huge variety 

of co-curricular and extracurricular activities with highly 

individualized mentoring. Thereby turning the facility into a great 

opportunity for personality enrichment and inculcating life-

oriented skills, values and competencies, much needed for 

employability and entrepreneurial initiatives. 
 

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young.” – Henry Ford” 

We at WGS aim at keeping learners forever young. WGS has kept up with emerging new research-based insights on the teaching-

learning methodologies to design our curriculum. We have pioneered the unique ASK curriculum that promotes active learning of 

children that is primed on competency-based learning. 

As you will experience, our ASK curriculum engages the body, mind and soul of every Globalite in every aspect of their learning. 

With this, we build on the innate nature of curiosity and imagination of the Globalists by giving them age-appropriate projects to 

work on. We develop within every child the desire to know, the tools to seek, and the ability to find, understand and use 

information as a means to becoming self-sufficient and responsible. 

Beyond just academics, our ASK curriculum instils values that are sine qua non for success in the 21st century. It creates and 

enhances the abilities of Globalities ability for deep learning by sifting through continuously and rapidly exploding mines of 

information by imbibing in them the skills of collaboration, critical, analytical thinking and creative thinking abilities, agility and 

adaptability Every globalite (the student of WGS) will be a responsible citizen, empathetic human being, responsible inquirer, 

knowledgeable collaborator, effective communicator and an active learner. 

We develop within each student the desire to know, the tools to seek and the ability to find, understand and use information as a 

means to becoming self-sufficient and responsible, Thus, we ensure that every Globalite will learn to respect nature, be a 

responsible citizen, empathetic human being, responsible inquirer, knowledgeable collaborator, effective communicator and an 

active learner. S/he would learn to respect nature, people, history and the world around.  We create truly Global citizens. 

Shadow Activity/Environment Day Activity
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Curriculum 
Whitefield Global School, an educational initiative of Chalasani Education Trust, is a K-12 

school providing CBSE curriculum. The school believes in progressive growth of the child 

hence has adopted a 3-step process 

of developmental curriculum: Basics, 

Fundamentals and Heuristics 

 

Basics is the primary learning 

program which caters to the children 

of grades 1 to 5. The child is 

encouraged collaborate, cooperate& 

Create to learn.  The curriculum 

concentrates on development of the 

conduct, Character, communication, 

combined with values to groom them 

into global citizens. 

 

Fundamentals is the middle school 

program for the grades 6 to 8 that 

emphasizes on the Essential Learning 

Outcomes (ELOs) which are a 

comprehensive set of learning goals 

that are fostered and developed 

across a student's entire educational experience. They reflect the knowledge, skills, and competencies needed to meet the 

challenges of an ever-changing and complex world with continued concentration on the value based learning program of Basics. 

Heuristics is the secondary and senior secondary level program that concentrates on CBSE board required learning which 

emphasises on comprehensive, conducive and coherent achiever. 
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About 
Bangalore International School 
A Caring, Connected Community 
 

Building a Ladder to The Stars… 
Bangalore International School, formerly the American Community School, was founded in 

1969 by Eloise R. Bennett. On a USAID contract through the University of Tennessee, the 

Bennett family moved to Bangalore for two years between 1969 and 1971. With no schooling 

options they opened their own school, and so was born the then American Community School in a garage on Millers Road now 

known as Bangalore International school. As envisioned by the Bennett family, the school is run by Parents trust and till date there 

is no owner of the 53 years old school. It is the first international school in the state of Karnataka that follows both IB and CAIE. 

With the past 53 years the school has grown exponentially yet has retained the old world charm where each one feels connected 

and belonged. 
 

 
 

From a tiny in-house expat project in 1969, BIS has grown into an unbelievably vibrant and successful academic institution that 

manages to combine cutting edge instruction with an old-world school charm for its growing student body. Never complacent, BIS 

has always shown exponential growth in every area and today, is proud to be among the top international schools in Bangalore. 

We are one of those few schools in the country that practice a system of true inclusive education. The school admits students from 

academic level and ability where they get equal opportunity to remain integrated into the whole system. Our special education 

department caters to range of needs and has qualified staff to enable our 40 plus special children shine like every other stars. This 

is perhaps the only school that walks the talk on equity, diversity and inclusion. Our special children and able ones forge a bond 

that is not only endearing and worth watching. In both cases it permeates into making the world a better place with humanity as 

the first attribute than any other. 

 

With several changes over the years, the school has retained its unique community culture where students have excelled in their 

chosen field be it sports or music, have taken admission in the top IVY league universities like the Cambridge and Carnegie-Mellon, 

Berkeley.  BIS follows a well-balanced governance structure, clearly defined by certain standards and ideals to manage the school 

and honour the expertise of each community member. 
 

Our Board of Trustees comprises five parents of students currently enrolled in the school and are responsible for the governance 

of the school. They form the framework and laws, which serve as guidelines to manage the administrative operations of the school. 

BIS is managed and run by the Head of School who is in charge of the day-to-day management and is the legal representative of 

the school. The Head of School is assisted by the faculty.
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Our History 
In the 60s and 70s, there were many American families living in the city, but the local schools did not 

offer a North American model of instruction. The idea of sending their children to a boarding school 

did not appeal to Eloise R. Bennett and her family (the founders of BIS). They decided to open their 

own school in a garage on Millers Road which came to be known as the American Community School 

and later as Bangalore International School. 

 

Today, Bangalore International School is an institution where global education is seamlessly 

integrated with positive social values, coupled with creative freedom that equips every student with necessary life skills. At BIS 

we constantly endeavour to nurture students to become responsible citizens and the school’s inclusive environment ensures 

that every learner is offered an exposure that goes beyond text books. 

 

 
VISION 
We care…for ourselves, for each other, for our school, for our planet. We are connected…in building the capacity of all BIS 

learners for deep conceptual thinking, competency in life-worthy skills, and the character for life’s challenges guided by a 

personal moral compass. We are a community…inclusive of all learning profiles, welcoming of multiple perspectives, engaged in 

a continuous conversation among all learning partners about how to sustain and improve quality of learning and life at BIS. 

 

Our goal is Providing education for life – Empowering students with skills (academic and non-academic), know-how 

(technological and otherwise), and values (integrity, humility, empathy, compassion, etc.) that prepares them for professional 

success and makes them responsible, caring, and connected global citizens. BIS relies heavily on the strong foundation of a caring 

and connected community. 

 

We see ourselves becoming one of the best International Schools with students who are not only aware of the global scenarios 

and issues but are active contributors to the solving of these issues. Our children learn to take responsibility for their education 

and we have consistently empowered them to have a say in their education. We still have miles to go and together, we will foray 

into the future…. We aspire to have structured, deeply focused, and well-defined growth. 
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About  
Nurture International School 
Nurture Pedagogy 
NIS is a different school. The main difference is its focus on the individual child. All 

Nurture methods, materials and assessment, teaching pro cesses and methods are scientifically designed for the individual child 

to feel empowered and supported at his / her level. All children are capable of mastery but children at a young age grow at 

different pace and should never be compared. 

Never compare children 

Young children, and in fact no children or even adults, must ever be compared. Comparison with others lowers a child’s self-

esteem or feeds her ego. Both are undesirable. Nurture schools are extremely clear on this objective. We urge our parents also 

to understand this important principle as this will help their children grow up to be stronger, more confident individuals. 

Vision 

She also shares her experiences with the young students through guest 

lectures on varied topics related to design and construction techniques. 

Moving forward, she wishes to explore diverse challenges in design, excel 

with a passion to create and realize more built forms with a futuristic 

approach. At Wright Inspires she believes in creating spaces that can blend 

aesthetics and functionality with deep rootedness to nature. The works try to 

emphasize the use of natural elements like light and air, maximizing their 

presence and use in various forms. The team at Wright Inspires have realized 

projects of both residential and commercial in nature with equal ease and 

aplomb. 

Mission 

NIS strives to create a culture of diversity and promotes enclosure in all 

spheres. 

• To provide a joyful learning environment that is conducive for progressive 

learning. 

•We aim at providing a safe learning environment with a welcoming 

atmosphere which creates a sense of belonging amongst the stake holders. 

•We maintain an inclusive environment which acknowledges and respects 

children from diversified backgrounds. 

We aim at providing quality education through child centric teaching 

learning practices embedded with strong ethos and values that motivate the learners to be the Global Citizens and an asset to 

the nation.   
We aim at providing q uality education t hrough chi ld centric teaching lear ning practices  embedded with s t rong ethos  and values  that motivate t he learners  to be the Global Ci tizens  and an asset to the nation.  
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Institution Profile 
Our competencies 

 Customized, modularly designed Curriculum Program 

 Core concept of ‘Compete with Yourself’ 

 Individual Strength / Weakness mapping of students 

 Graded and graduated learning through scientifically designed books / teaching aids 

 Customized classroom delivery mechanism to strengthen each learner. 

 Continuous evaluation to record & graphically illustrate the performance of the learners. 

 Built on MIS, to chart class / school progress 

 Guiding philosophy of achieving high group averages by enhancing individual self-esteem & belief to excel 

 Well proven, widely adopted & with an established track record. 

 Innovative pedagogies based on NEP 2020, future ready skills, 360-degree 

assessment. 

 Professional development programme for the teachers to adopt strategies and 

the best educational practices. 

 

Dr. Deepti Chaturvedi 

Principal at Nurture International School, Bangalore. With over 20 years of 

experience in the education sector, she is embedded with Strong philosophy of 

teaching, and knowledge of many different methods to motivate students to develop their expertise in specific areas. Dedicated 

partner to various curricular activities and outreach events that help promote learning and support the community. 

Her entire educational journey has been undertaken keeping in mind the quote- 

“Education is not the, learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.” 

- Albert Einstein 

 Overcome complex business challenges using experience-backed judgment, 

 d record of publication in academic journals all over the country. 

 Driven by a visceral “hard-wired” need to strategize, to innovate, and to disprove the words “It can’t be done!” 

 Motivate, mentor and lead talented professionals. Live the culture and lead by example. Direct cross-functional teams using 

interactive and motivational leadership that spurs people to willingly give 110% effort and loyalty. 

 
 

Achievements 

 Winner of Teachathon: 2021 (organised by IIEM)  

 First in Online Delivery  

 Third in Assessment Design  

 Special Mention in Data Analysis 

 

Specialization   

 Curriculum Planning and development  

  NABET Accreditation  

  Floor management (including time table, safety  

 And transportation)  

  Well verse with SQAA  

  Remedial Teaching and planning  

  Special classes for board preparation  

  Study material development and delivery  

  Internal Audits  

  Hub representation of school  

  IGCSE curriculum  

  Safety norms for school  
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Tech & Tools in Education 
Top Edtech Software & Apps that are changing the way 

students study  
Software or computer/mobile applications that are developed with a motive to 

improve current or ongoing learning methods are known as ‘Educational 

Software’. Educational Software can be of many types and can be used to solve 

different day to day issues like classroom management software, reference 

software to even language and subject- specific software. The software is helping 

the school management as well as the students in various ways like making their 

course material more interactive and easier to learn. The basic purpose of 

developing and introducing these applications and softwares is to improve the 

overall efficiency of the education organization. 

History 
Computer softwares for the use of training and education purposes started in the early 1940s. One of the earliest use of such softwares for 

training purpose was when some American researchers developed stimulators for flight by using analog computers which then generated 

onboard data. Traces of such educational and training softwares were found in the mid-1970’s WWII era also. In 1963, with the guidance of 

Patrick Suppes, IBM did a partnership project with Stanford University's Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS). The 

main goal of the partnership was to develop the first comprehensive CAI elementary school curriculum, the plan was to use this curriculum on 

large scale in schools in both California and Mississippi. Now known as Pearson Education Technologies, the Computer Curriculum Corporation 

(CCC) was also established to market various school related materials which was developed via the IBM partnership in 1967. One of the hurdles 

to these educational softwares was the cost factor, running over a cost of $10,000, which was out of reach for most of the educational 

institutions.     In     1975,     the      Altair 8800 revolutionized the field of software. Prior to 1975, usage of softwares were mainly dependent on 

university or government owned computers, but now these computers were easily assessiblt in homes and schools and were available at less 

than $2000. The 1980s saw a huge and rapid growth in the availability of personal computers which included Commodore PET (1977), 

Commodore VIC-20 (1980), Commodore 64 (1982) and Apple II (1977). This also helped the organizations developing educational softwares. 

Classplus 
With a strong userbase of 70 Lakh+ students across India, Classplus’s mission is to 

make every tutor in the country self-empowered via their application and truly 

focus on teaching. Headquatered in Noida, Classplus was founded in 2015 by 

Mukul Rustagi, Vatsal Rustagi, Bikash Dash, Nikhil Goel and Bhaswat Agarwal. 

Classplus has revolutionized the way the after- school tutoring works. The platform 

works in a way that tutors register on their platform, create classes or batches, 

share it with students, add new students and also assign subjective tests to the 

students. Till now, classplus has raised a total amount of $14 Million in funding 

over the 7 rounds.  
 

Doubtnut  
One of the most innovative and tehnologically advanced application, Doubtnut 

was founded by Tanushree Nagori and husband Aditya Shankar, in 2016. Before 

that, from 2009, the couple was giving offline mathematics and science classes 

to the students of class 9 to 12. The software works on image recognition 

technology where a user can click the picture of the mathematical or science 

problem they are facing, the app then extracts the image in text and try to find 

its solution in Doubtnut’s huge database of pre-answered solutions and pre-

recorded answers of the same. If the solution is not there in Doubtnut’s 

database, the user is prompt to post the question on the online public platform, from where any available tutor online can provide an online 

video solution of the query. 

Quizizz  
With a userbase of more than 10 million students currently, the company was 

launched in 2015 by Ankit Gupta and Deepak Joy Cheenath, and having its 

offices in Bangalore and Santa Monica, California. The app is designed in such 

a way to keep the learning process fun and interactive, even in a remote 

learning environment. The company currently operates on a freemium SaaS 

model, in which the user can access all basic features of the application free of 

cost, whereas have to pay to unlock the premium features. Quizizz also work 

with corporate clients like AWS, Discovery Network, Deloitte, and more. 
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Tech & Tools in Education
Practically  
Hyderabad based Practically, which was launched in April 2020, offers AI-

based services, which provides Real- time attentiveness tracking in a virtual 

classroom setup to schools. Practically claims to have a regular userbase of 3 

Lakh+ students and a clientele of 130+ schools. Operating on a B2C as well as 

a B2B2C model, and its prime target market are the students of classes 6-12 

and their parents (B2C), and they also target teachers and the school 

administration (B2B2C), for whom Practically offers free of cost services.  

The software has a subscription based model for the parents of the school 

students starting from INR 1.3K to INR 3K per month. During the lockdown 

period, the main source of Practically’s revenue is Andhra Pradesh and Telangana markets. Practically is now expanding to the Middle East 

market, getting some large scale prominent schools, and launching Practically Live classes for STEM subjects and coding. 
 

Skillmatics  
Founded in 2016, Mumbai-headquartered Skillmatics is an Ed-tech brand 

which develops innovative educational products and games. The main goal 

of these products is to help students build core skills which includes math 

and language to science and logic, through systematic play. They are 

currently selling globally to 15+ countries through their own website, various 

e-commerce marketplaces and via an international chain of 3000+ retail 

stores. Their primary focus is on the North American market. Skillmatics is 

also the first Indian brand to be sold worldwide by Hamleys. Skillmatics 

claims to have sold almost 3 million toys and games worldwide to date. 

Clever Harvey  
Clever Harvey was established to help young school students from the age of 

13-16 years to between the academic learning and the real corporate world. 

Clever Harvey makes it possible for each student to learn critical thinking skills, 

commercial acumen, and 

explore unlimited career opportunities in the future. The Junior CMO, Junior 

CEO, and Junior CTO are a few of the tracks available in this ed-tech platform's 

Junior MBA programmes. They also plan to reveal more courses in the near 

future 
 

       

Alolearning  
This is not a novel technology, as robots have been cast-off for years in real estate 

and architecture industry. However, robots have been developed to increase their 

efficiency. Consequently, the robots become lighter, smarter, and able to multitask. 

Additionally, they can learn with Artificial Intelligence (AI). As the robots become are 

becoming smarter, they can go for a visit at the construction site itself and gradually 

can do what humans once did.  

This would lead to huge changes in the industry. For example, it will set new levels 

of construction speed for a building. Not to mention, the price of the buildings will 

drop as human labour would significantly decrease. 

 

Asmakam 
This self-directed open learning space allows students to develop their own 

imagination. The platform, which is set in a beautiful natural environment, is most 

important for students of parents who want their children to learn about life. 

Students may discover the latent creativity by using a three-pronged method of 

communicating through immersive interactions, sharing and not really competing, 

and developing. 

Students may discover their latent talents by using a three-pronged method of 

communicating through immersive interactions, sharing and not really competing, 

and developing. The startup is an excellent forum for encouraging students' 

imagination and innovation. Students may discover their latent talents by using a 

three-pronged method of communication.  
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The most expensive school in the world is the 

institute “Le Rosey” in Switzerland. It cost 

$87,000 in tuition fees. The school has 400 
students enrolled with 150 teachers 

 

Students in South Korea are expected to stay 

and help clean and tidy the classroom. When 
lessons are over. 

 

 

Bill Gates & Melinda Gates made a website 

that provide free textbooks for college 

students 100% legally. 

 

In Finland, teachers have a freedom of 

deciding the best educational methods for 

their students. 
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Bangladesh is the only country where you can 

see boat schools. There’s a big flooding problem 

and such schools suggest a solution 

 

In Iceland, Knitting is a part of the syllabus. 

It does not really matter if you are a boy or a 

girl, you have to know how to knit 

Guatemalan Bottle School 

A School in the Philippines is entirely made up 

of recycled pop bottles 

 

Gaokao, a compulsory exam to be given by 

every high school student in China, lasts for 

about 9 hours across two days 
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Education Briefs- International 

 The Manchester-based edtech startup My First Five Years bags £1.4 Million in a funding round:  

Founded in 2021, an edtech start-up provides 

guidance to parents during their child's early 

years. The customised parenting advice 

start-up has raised £1.4 million in funding to 

further expand its early year’s education 

technology app, with the company aiming 

to reach 250,000 users over the next three 

years. The Greater Manchester Combined 

Authority (GMCA) fund, which encourages 

job development, and five anonymous 

high-net-worth entrepreneurs and business 

owners in the North West have all invested 

to the edtech venture. "We're overjoyed to 

have received money that will allow us to 

operate for at least the next 15 months. 

We've set lofty growth goals for ourselves, 

including content and app development, and 

this cash will be critical in assisting us in the 

next phase of our adventure," said Jennie 

Johnson, Co-Founder at My First Five Years. 

Following its newest round of funding, the 

early years edtech app has received over 

1,000 registrations from consumers 

interested in the product once it is released 

on the app store, and it is aiming for 250,000 

users in the next three years. 

Malaysian edtech startup GuruLab bags $1 Million in a Seed funding round:  
Founded in 2021, GuruLab offers 

personalised courses in addition to its 

learning tools, beginning with live-streamed 

English lessons. The organisation has already 

hired a team of over ten educators with 

master's and doctoral degrees, as well as 

teachers with years of expertise. GuruLab, a 

platform that delivers learning analytics tools 

to instructors, has received a seed round of 

funding of $1 Million. The latest funding 

round was led by Wright Partners. "Many 

team members of our staff have returned 

home after studying abroad to help 

Malaysian learners since we have witnessed 

directly the benefits of a good study," said the 

Co-Founder of GuruLab, Eer Kai Song. 

GuruLab plans to utilise the new funds to 

improve its analytics platform and expand its 

capabilities within Malaysia's school sector, 

according to the company. It also intends to 

increase its teaching and technology teams, 

as well as branch out into new topics and 

industries in the area. 

 

Cairo-based edtech platform Orcas secured $2.1 Million in a Pre-Series A funding round:  
Founded in 2019, Orcas offers live 1-on-1 

tutoring sessions to K-12 students, both 

online and in person. Orcas is the most 

economical high-quality learning platform 

that allows parents to support their children's 

education by offering flexible payment 

options, reduced packages, and installment 

programs. Orcas recently announced that it 

has secured $2.1 million in its fresh funding 

round. The latest funding round was co-

headed by Access Bridge Ventures and CIRA’s 

NFX Ventures. "Today's students have a 

variety of needs that edtech companies must 

meet. As a result, we've evolved into a 

learning platform that provides a full range of 

teacher-led and self-paced learning options. 

We will be able to continue to develop our 

technology offering, acquire the best staff, 

and grow into additional MENAP geographies 

with the money," said CEO of Orcas, Hossam 

Taher. Orcas will be able to continue 

developing its technology solution and 

attract more talent with the new fundraised 

amount. 
 

Austrian EdTech Platform GoStudent Bags $300M in a Series D Funding Round:   
GoStudent is a digital learning platform that 

provides online instruction as well as paid 

individual classes in all topics. The company 

wants to help students attain their full 

potential by using online instruction to 

replace traditional tutoring. GoStudent, a 

Vienna-based EdTech platform that connects 

K-12 children (and their parents) with one-

on-one video-based instructors in a range of 

areas, has secured $340 million (300 million 

euros) in a Series D round of investment 

headed by new investor Prosus, an 

Amsterdam-based consumer internet firm. In 

terms of the funds raised, Felix Ohswald, Co-

Founder and CEO of GoStudent, said in a 

statement: “Education has seen a whirlwind 

of change, from remote classrooms to 

heightened academic ambitions, and we 

believe that the learning of students around 

the world there is a huge opportunity to 

change the way we live by expanding access 

to quality education.” Following the covid-19 

epidemic, which compelled students to learn 

online and was later seen as a more efficient 

way to acquire tutoring, GoStudent is seeing 

a surge of interest in edtech.
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Birmingham-based EdTech Platform, EdifyOnline secured $600k in Bridge Round: 

EdifyOnline facilitates online courses, 

minimises student dropouts, boosts student 

enrolment in education institutions, reduces 

educational costs, and provides students with 

the most effective learning experiences 

possible. The portal acts as a "one-stop-shop" 

for matching talent demand with available 

resources. EdifyOnline, a Birmingham-based 

education technology firm that connects 

communities with independent teaching 

talent, has secured $600,000 in a bridging 

deal. In terms of the funds raised, CEO of 

EdifyOnline, Vik Agarwal, said, "The bridge 

round was raised in less than a month from 

when he first tested the waters for potential 

investors." EdifyOnline's most recent 

fundraise took place in 2020, following a 

successful period during the pandemic when 

more clients need virtual classes and lessons. 

In 2017, the startup was awarded $50,000 in 

the Alabama Launchpad competition. 

Education institutions, communities, and 

students, according to EdifyOnline, are all 

equal partners in the noble cause of 

education. Its sole purpose is to bring them 

all together.

 

Chicago-based edtech platform Espark raises $25M to grow its student-centric learning program:  
ESpark is a major developer of individualised 

learning software that enables students to 

enjoy studying and achieve academic and life 

success. The platform offers engaging, 

standards-based courses that help K-5 kids 

excel at their own level in reading and 

arithmetic. Recently Espark announced that it 

has raised $25 Million in a funding round. The 

latest funding round was led by Quad 

Partners. In terms of the funds 

raised, Founder and CEO of ESpark, David 

Vinca, said in a statement, "The effects of the 

past couple years have severely widened 

existing learning gaps in schools across the 

nation. This funding from Quad Partners will 

allow us to invest in our product, grow our 

talented team and to reach more students 

when they need us most." In 2012, Espark 

secured $5.7 million in a Series a fundraising 

round headed by MK Capital, Learn Capital, 

and NewSchools Venture Fund, with 

participation from 500 Start-ups. Espark's aim 

is to re-imagine learning by partnering with 

schools to place kids at the centre of 

education and assist districts in achieving 

better academic results. 
 

Malaysian edtech platform Pandai secured $2M in a Pre-Seed funding round: 

Pandai is a learning software that focuses on 

K-12 studying and assessment in order to aid 

college students perform better in class. 

Pandai allows students to study using 

urriculum-aligned gamified quizzes and 

receive personalized feedback using artificial 

intelligence and machine learning algorithms, 

allowing them to identify their strengths and 

shortcomings. Pandai, a Kuala Lumpur-based 

educational consulting firm, raised $2 million 

in a pre-seed round headed by Global 

Founders Capital, Y Combinator and 500 

Global. The start-up has just lately launched 

modules that might permit dad and mom to 

observe their youngster’s actions and let 

lecturer’s faucet into the agency’s query 

financial institution. In connection with the 

firm, chief executive officer of pandai, khairul 

anwar mohamad zaki, mentioned in an 

announcement, “We still want to improve the 

stickiness of our app and prolong the time 

that users spend in the app.” The company 

recently released modules that allow parents 

to monitor their children's activities and 

teachers to access the company's question 

bank. 

New York based Ed-tech platform Brainly raises $80 Million in a series D funding round:  
Brainly, an adventure from Poland that has 

erected a famed network for parents and 

students to engage with one another for 

advice and help with schoolwork questions, 

has raised $80 million in a Series D round that 

will be used to both continue erecting out the 

tools that it offers scholars and to 

concentrate on expansion in crucial arising 

requests similar as Indonesia and Brazil. 

Former backer Learn Capital is leading the 

round, with participation from Prosus 

Gambles, Runa Capital, MantaRay, and 

General Catalyst Mates. The company has 

now raised roughly $150 million, and while 

the valuation has not been bared, CEO and 

co-founder Micha Borkowski verified it's 

"surely" an up round for the company. For 

environment, PitchBook forecasts that the 

company was valued at $180 million in its 

most recent round, a $30 million Series C in 

2019."Brainly has grown to come one of the 

world's largest literacy communities, with 

significant organic growth in over 35 

countries," said Vinit Sukhija, a Learn Capital 

partner, in a statement.

https://edtechreview.in/news/5365-birmingham-based-edifyonline-raises-600k-in-bridge-round
https://edtechreview.in/news/5363-chicago-based-edtech-espark-raises-25m-to-grow-its-student-centric-learning-program
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UAE-based English teaching digital platform Englease.com raised $3.4M in a seed funding round: 

Englease.com, founded in 2019 by Omar 

Chihane, provides live English classes online 

around the timepiece, led by bilingual tutors 

who deliver their own UK accredited 

curriculum. Englease.com, an English 

teaching digital platform based in the UAE, 

has raised $3.4 million in its most recent 

funding round, which was led by major Silicon 

Valley players. LearnCapital (US) and 

LearnStart (US) co-led the oversubscribed 

SEED round, which included key regional 

investors COTU (UAE), BY Venture Partners 

(UAE), Hambro Perks Oryx Fund (UAE/UK), 

Wamda (UAE), 500 A.L.M.A. Global (US/Saudi 

Arabia), Dubai Angel Investors (UAE), and 

A.L.M.A. (UAE). Rob Hutter, LearnCapital's 

author and managing mate, expressed his 

sanguinity for the platoon."At LearnCapital, 

we believe that using a country's mortal 

capital is the single most important factor in 

a country's GDP growth, andEnglease.com's 

capability to deliver coetaneous English 

education at scale and their focus on 

employability across the MENA region set 

them piecemeal as an order leader in the 

region." 

Norway-based Ed-tech platform Vignita bags €660k in an oversubscribed funding round: 

The Ed-tech platform, which was founded in 

2017 by Ystein Barhaughgda and Mariann 

Ertresvg, has been accessible as a trial model 

since 2018 and currently supports 1400 

Norwegian companies. Vignita's pilot 

programme has so far permitted 20 course 

providers from the building and construction 

industry of varied sizes to participate. It has 

recently secured over €660k funds in an 

oversubscribed funding round. The leading 

investors are Link Capital, North Venture, 

Penny Venture and Adler Konsult. CEO Ystein 

Barhaughøgda said: “We have run a thorough 

pilot together with a wide range of customers 

and the feedback has only been positive. We 

can now provide tools and solutions that suit 

market demands.”. With this additional cash 

injection, the goal for 2022 will be to grow in 

the Nordic market before moving to the rest 

of Europe. The young company will then 

spread its knowledge and training to people 

all around the world.

 

California-based learning platform GetSetUp bags $10 Million in a fresh funding round:
Education is essential for everyone, despite 

age, although the education sector is 

primarily focused on the younger generation. 

In the long run, this causes older people to lag 

slow-moving Gen Z, who are more tech-savvy 

and proficient at using the internet and social 

media. This is where GetSetUp enters in, with 

over 4 million users from over 160 nations, 

it's a force to be reckoned with. The learning 

platform recently announced that it has 

raised $10 million in a fresh funding round. 

The latest funding round was led by Aileen 

Lee’s Cowboy Ventures and LightShed 

Ventures. The funds raised from the 

investment round will be used to further 

modify the company's technology to satisfy 

the demands of seniors all over the world. In 

2022, the company plans to use some of the 

cash to grow its team, allowing it to offer 

more classes, easier technology, and a wider 

range of lessons taught in more languages. 

 

Vietnam-based edtech startup MindX bags $3.3 Million in a Series A funding round: 
Founded in 2014, Since Vietnam's digital 

economy is one of the world's fastest-

growing, the country is experiencing a rising 

scarcity of IT personnel. Many children want 

to learn to code, but school curricula are 

limited, according to Tung Nguyen, co-

founder of MindX, an online/offline 

education platform that concentrates on 

training students for employment in 

technology. The startup recently announced 

that it has raised $3.3 million in a Series A 

funding round. The latest funding round was 

led by Wavemaker Partners. The startup's 

classes are geared for children from 

kindergarten to grade 12, as well as university 

students. According to the officials, the latest 

fundraised amount will go toward  expanding   

MindX's online platform, creating new 

instructional content, and expanding into 

Vietnamese Tier 2 and 3 cities and regions 

MindX intends to expand its community of IT 

companies that will hire students who 

successfully finish its programs.
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Nigeria’s edtech startup Teesas raised $1.6M in a Pre-Seed funding round: 

Launched in 2021, Teesas provides learners 

with video classes and other digital 

instructional materials. Edtech startup Teesas 

recently announced that it has raised $1.6 

Million in a Pre-Seed funding round. The 

latest funding round was led by Haresh 

Aswani. "We began beta testing in August of 

this year, and the Android version was 

released in November. Teesas has now 

surpassed 150,000 downloads on Google 

Play, and we are presently increasing at a rate 

of at least 20% weekly," said Founder and 

CEO, Osayi Izedonmwen. Teesas' 

programming is connected with Nigeria's 

national curriculum and is available to 

students in both live and recording modes, 

with a monthly subscription starting at $6. 

The startup also currently offers language 

classes in addition to traditional schoolwork. 

The funds will be used to grow into new 

areas, develop a marketplace that will 

connect students with teachers for private 

courses, and extend the company's product 

line. 

Singapore-based learning app operator LingoAce bags $105 million in a Series C funding round:
LingoAce, which was established in 2017, is a 

leading language learning platform that 

enables children aged 3 to 15 to learn 

Mandarin Chinese online through an 

interactive and enjoyable educational 

experience. On its website, the firm claims to 

have over 4,000 professionally qualified 

teachers who have taught classes to students 

from over 100 nations and regions. LingoAce 

recently announced that it has secured $105 

million in a Series C funding round. The latest 

funding round was headed by Sequoia Capital 

India. According to the company officials, 

LingoAce plans to utilise the additional funds 

to expand its hiring in the United States, 

Europe, and Southeast Asia, as well as 

improve its curriculum and product. It also 

wants to branch out into English-language 

programming and look into other topics. 

 

saasguru, a Sydney-based EdTech company, has raised $1.3 million to expand its certification 

programmes:

saasguru, a Sydney-based education and 

technology firm, has raised $1.3 million in a 

fundraising round headed by Australian 

venture capital firm Square Peg Capital, with 

Black Nova as a participant. Saasguru is a SaaS 

and AI-based marketplace that provides 

certification test preparation solutions. It was 

founded in 2021. The platform also includes 

an initial benchmarking exam, tools that 

adapt to the individual's learning style and 

knowledge gaps, and a gamified platform 

that shows how they stack up against their 

peers and offers challenges to help learners 

prepare for specific qualifications in 

Salesforce or AWS cloud technologies, 

including an initial benchmarking exam, tools 

that adapt to the individual's learning style 

and gaps in knowledge, and a gamification 

platform that shows how they stack up 

against their peer group and provides 

obstacles. With the fresh funding, the 

Australian business will concentrate on 

upgrading the platform as much as possible, 

as well as expanding its network of gurus and 

certification programmes. 

Inflection Point Ventures invests INR3 crore in Courseplay, an AI-powered enterprise training platform: 
Courseplay, which was established in 2016, 

offers end-to-end education, employee 

engagement, workflow automation, and 

impact evaluation solutions. Through its web 

service, chatbot, and mobile apps, the 

platform, which is owned and operated by 

Firstventure Corporation Pvt Ltd, collects 

data to provide growth suggestions to 

employers and their teams. Clients can 

benefit from Courseplay's AI-powered talent 

experience platform, which gives intelligent 

insights and recommendations for effective 

job performance. Inflection Point Ventures 

sponsored a seed funding round for 

Courseplay, a software-as-a-service (SaaS) 

platform that provides enterprise solutions 

for automated training workflows. 

“Courseplay is transforming the way 

businesses think about how they can help 

their employees grow professionally and 

personally. In this day and age, skill 

development alone will not suffice; 

businesses must consider their employees' 

growth and experience within the 

organisation,” said Founder and CEO of 

Courseplay. 
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